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DOCKET NUMBERS 52-034 AND 52-035
RESPONSE TO HYDROLOGY SAFETY REVIEW OPEN ITEMS
(SECTIONS 2.4.12, 2.4.13, AND 2.5.4)

Dear Sir:
The NRC conducted an audit for the Comanche Peak Nuclear Power Plant Units 3 and 4 Combined
License Application hydrology safety review on June 7-9, 2011. The audit was to resolve a number of
open items resulting from Luminant's responses to preliminary requests for additional information
(RAIs) issued as part of the acceptance review and RAIs issued as part of Phase 1 of the safety review.
Luminant has addressed the audit open items in this letter by providing supplemental responses to six
NRC questions from three RAIs.
Attachment 1 includes the six questions and their supplemental responses, and Attachment 2 provides
the marked-up pages that incorporate the supplemental responses into the Final Safety Analysis Report
(FSAR). For each mark-up, the associated supplemental response is annotated in the right margin. To
assist the reviewer, the context of the marked-up pages is enhanced by including adjacent pages which
may not have been changed.
There are no commitments in this letter. Should you have any questions regarding this response, please
contact Don Woodlan (254-897-6887, Donald.Woodlan@luminant.com) or me.
I state under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed on August 29, 2011.
Sincerely,
Luminant Generation Company LLC

Rafael Flores
Attachments: 1.
2.

Supplemental Responses to Requests for Additional Information
FSAR Pages Incorporating the Supplemental Responses
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Supplemental Responses to Requests for Additional Information

RAI 4314 (CP RAI #147) Question 02.04.12-8 S01
Question 02.04.12-9 S02
RAI 4315 (CP RAI #145) Question 02.04.13-5 S01
Question 02.04.13-6 S01
Question 02.04.13-7 S01
RAI 2929 (CP RAI #22)

Question 02.05.04-11 S01
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SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Comanche Peak, Units 3 and 4
Luminant Generation Company LLC
Docket Nos. 52-034 and 52-035
RAI NO.: 4314 (CP RAI #147)
SRP SECTION: 02.04.12 - Groundwater
QUESTIONS for Hydrologic Engineering Branch (RHEB)
DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 2/26/2010

QUESTION NO.: 02.04.12-8 S01
NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan (SRP), Chapter 2.4.12, 'Groundwater,' establishes criteria that the
NRC staff intends to use to evaluate whether an applicant meets the NRC's regulations.
By letter dated October 2, 2009, the NRC staff issued RAI ID 3672 (RAI No. 114) Question Number
14266 (02.04.12-1), in which the NRC staff asked, "Provide a description of the process followed to
determine the conceptual models subsequently used to establish subsurface site characteristics related
to groundwater to ensure that the most conservative of plausible conceptual models have been
identified."
The applicant responded in document CP-200901564-Log No TXNB-09067-(ML093230704) executed on
November 13, 2009. The NRC staff has reviewed the response and has determined that additional
information is needed in order to complete its review.
The staff determined that an adequate description of the processes used to develop conservative
conceptual models used subsequently in the accidental release evaluations was not sufficiently provided
in the RAI response. The information provided in the response has numerous assumptions and lacked
adequate conceptual description, data, and analyses to characterize the site alterations and how these
alterations affect the hydrologic processes at the site. For example, it is assumed that there will not be
any shallow groundwater at the site after construction is completed because the A and B zones will be
entirely removed and the surface water drainage system will be designed to prevent subsurface
infiltration.
Also, the NRC staff disagrees with a statement, which was made intermittently throughout the RAI
responses and the combined license application, Revision 1 Part 2 FSAR, that groundwater within the
Glen Rose Formation is "not real groundwater". This statement is unsupported since on the basis of data
presented, the NRC staff asserts that the Glen Rose Formation is indeed a groundwater bearing perched
aquifer.
In order to make its safety determination based on adequate characterization of the site, the NRC staff
requests that the applicant provide the information below. The responses should follow guidance related
to the analysis of groundwater related hazards through compliance with this and the accompanying RAIs.
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1. Provide adequate conceptual and site specific information on how the surface water and
groundwater flow system is expected to change after Comanche Peak Nuclear Power Plant,
Units 3 and 4 are constructed.
2. Provide an adequate site conceptual model supported by data, analyses and construction design
information to support the conclusions presented.
This is supplemental RAI 2.4.12-00-S.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION:
This supplemental information is provided to address NRC Hydrologic Open Item 2.4.12-1 from the audit
conducted June 7-9, 2011. This supplemental information expands the original response to Question
2.4.12-8 as a result of discussions during the audit.
FSAR Subsections 2.4.12.2.4, 2.4.12.2.5.2, 2.4.12.3, and 2.4.12.5 were revised to provide a clearer
picture of the post-construction site conceptual groundwater model and alternate groundwater pathways.
Impact on R-COLA
See attached marked-up FSAR Revision 2 pages 2-lix, 2-Ix, 2.4-75, 2.4-77, 2.4-78, 2.4-79, 2.4-80, 2.4-81,
2.4-82, 2.4-83, 2.4-84, 2.4-85, 2.4-86, 2.4-87, 2.4-88, 2.4-89, 2.4-90, 2.4-91, and 2.4-241; Figures
2.4.12-212, 2.4.12-213, 2.4.12-214, and 2.4.13-201; and new Figures 2.4.12-215 and 2.4.12-216. Some
of the mark-ups are editorial in nature and are annotated with a "CTS" number rather than the RAI
question number.
Impact on S-COLA
None; this is a site-specific response.
Impact on DCD
None.
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SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Comanche Peak, Units 3 and 4
Luminant Generation Company LLC
Docket Nos. 52-034 and 52-035
RAI NO.: 4314 (CP RAI #147)
SRP SECTION: 02.04.12 - Groundwater
QUESTIONS for Hydrologic Engineering Branch (RHEB)
DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 2/26/2010

QUESTION NO.: 02.04.12-9 S02
NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan (SRP), Chapter 2.4.12, 'Groundwater,' establishes criteria that staff
intends to use to evaluate whether an applicant meets the NRC's regulations.
By letter dated October 2, 2009, the NRC staff issued RAI ID 3672 (RAI No. 114) Question Number
14267 (02.04.12-2), in which the NRC staff asked "The CPNPP Units 1 and 2 FSAR states that
alterations related to construction increased groundwater levels onsite. In order to understand the effect
of construction of Units 3 and 4 on the hydrologic characteristics of the subsurface, plausible groundwater
pathways, and site groundwater levels, Luminant is requested to provide a detailed description of the
location and extent of planned construction activities including: excavation of regolith/undifferentiated fill
and bedrock, the placement of engineered fill and the addition of engineered features (such as drainage
ditches, parking lots, roads, etc.). Additionally, please evaluate and discuss the impact of these changes
on site hydrologic processes such as infiltration, surface runoff, groundwater levels, hydraulic gradients
and flow paths."
The applicant responded in document CP-200901564-Log No TXNB-09067-(ML093230704) executed on
November 13, 2009. The NRC staff has reviewed the response and has determined that additional
information is needed in order to complete its review.
The staff acknowledges that the additional information provided in the response partially satisfies the
information need with regard to the post-construction site conditions. However, the information provided
did not incorporate adequate description of the location and extent of planned construction activities
including: excavation of regolith, undifferentiated fill and bedrock, the placement of engineered fill and the
addition of engineered features (such as drainage ditches, subsurface drains, parking lots, roads, etc.)
The NRC staff provides the following examples that demonstrate some of the inadequacies in the
description and level of details provided within the response.
1) The applicant stated that there will not be any shallow groundwater at the site after construction is
completed because the A and B zones will be removed and the surface water drainage system will be
designed to prevent subsurface infiltration and preclude buildup near plant foundations. However, these
statements are not sufficient to illustrate that the system will function as designed and to establish a
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maximum operational groundwater level and ensure compliance with the US-APWR design parameter
groundwater level. In fact, Section 2.4.13 of the FSAR for Units 1 and 2 states that construction activities
actually created areas where water levels were elevated due the placement of permeable fill materials.
The data and evaluations presented are not adequate and of sufficient detail to show that this will not
occur at the Units 3 and 4 site. For example, Figures 2.4.12-213 and 2.4.12-214 show new fill around
many of the new structures but it is not clear how and if this new fill will be drained and what postconstruction groundwater and surface water conditions (flow and levels) will be like.
2) The water level hydrographs from B-zone monitoring wells MW1201b (middle of Unit 4) and MW1207b
(just north of Unit 3) have water level elevations of over 830 ft. The screened interval for these wells
extends to elevations of 808 ft and 803 ft, respectively, which is well below the 822 ft site grade. This
suggests that at least some portion of the water bearing B-zone could remain after the site grading is
completed. The applicant has stated that it will all be removed.
In order to make its safety determination based on adequate characterization of the site that depicts the
post-construction scenario adequately, the NRC staff requests that the applicant provide the following
information.
1) A qualitative description of the construction related impacts that could affect site hydrology
including maps at a legible scale, sufficiently detailed engineering design information on drainage
systems and a description of conservative measurements or estimates of hydrologic parameters.
This information should be of sufficient detail to support an analysis of the impact of site
modifications on site hydrologic processes such as infiltration, surface runoff, groundwater levels,
hydraulic gradients and flow paths.
2) A conservative quantitative analysis that demonstrates that the estimated maximum operational
groundwater level complies with the US-APWR Design Certification Document.
This is supplemental RAI 2.4.12-01-S.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION:
This supplemental information is provided in response to NRC Hydrology Open Item 2.4.12-3 from the
audit conducted June 7-9, 2011. It addresses NRC questions pertaining to potential horizontal
groundwater migration along bedding planes that may not intersect the surface perimeter drain trench
from current groundwater recharge locations (south and west) into the engineered fill within the plant area
and the effect these pathways may have on post-construction groundwater elevations surrounding the
subgrade safety-related structures.
The original response to Question No. 02.04.12-9 (ML1 02440679) stated the following:
Once the soils (groundwater A-zone) are removed from the site, a topographically
higher soil horizon will remain to the south and west of the power block areas.
Although this higher soil horizon may provide a recharge source for those portions of
the engineering layer "A" that remain surrounding the engineered fill within the plant
site, the final site grading and drainage plan, illustrated in both FSAR Figures 2.4.2-202
and 2.5.5-204, shows the base of the drainage system along the southern and western
boundaries of the plantsite to be less than 820 ft msl. The northern and eastern
boundaries of the site slope directly from the plant grade level of 822 ft msl towards
Squaw Creek Reservoir (SCR), with normal pool elevation at 775 ft msl, or the
stormwater holding ponds, with elevations at approximately 800 ft msl. This
relationship is also depicted in Figure 1-1.
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Groundwater recharge from the remaining soils into engineering layer "A" and the
engineered fill surrounding the embedded portions of Units 3 and 4 is constrained by
the base of the trench drain. With the exception of small amounts of landscaping, no
soils would remain in the plant site which would be capable of recharging the remaining
engineering layer "A". Site drainage is designed to remove stormwater with no pooling,
thus preventing areas of recharge within the plant site.
Based on the interception of infiltrating perched groundwater or stormwater by the site
drainage system, the maximum groundwater potentiometric surface at the site would
be found at the base of the trench drain along the southern and western cut banks,
equivalent to a maximum elevation of 820 ft msl. No constraining boundaries exist on
the northern and eastern plant boundaries prior to the lower pool elevations of SCR.
One retaining wall is to be constructed along the shore of SCR north of the Unit 3 UHS
basins; however, the retaining wall is of limited extent and the top of the retaining wall
is approximately 800 ft msl, well below the DCD maximum groundwater elevation. Two
stormwater retention basins are also to be constructed to the east of Unit 3 and the
west of Unit 4; however, the overflow elevations will be less than 810 ft msl, preventing
accumulated stormwater from recharging the subsurface groundwater above the DCD
maximum groundwater elevation.
Following the original response and the NRC Hydrology Audit, the site grading and drainage plan was
modified, resulting in changes to the maximum invert elevation of the southern and western cut bank
trench drains, retaining wall modifications, and the overflow elevations for the eastern stormwater
retention basin as follows:
*

Cut bank trench drain maximum invert elevation: 813.5 ft msl

*

Additional retaining walls maximum elevation: 817 ft msl

*

Eastern stormwater retention basin overflow elevation: less than 812 ft msl

*

Western stormwater retention basin overflow elevation: less than 810 ft msl

Based on the changes to the cut bank trench drain elevation, the expected maximum groundwater
potentiometric surface at the site would be found at the base of the trench drain along the southern and
western cut banks, equivalent to a maximum elevation of 813.5 ft msl. Previous calculations
(groundwater velocity, postulated accident analysis) used 820 ft msl for the maximum conservative
groundwater elevation. Although this elevation has been superseded due to the grading and drainage
plan changes, it provides a more conservative analysis (faster groundwater velocities and shorter travel
times) than the new, lower elevation. Therefore, the previously published groundwater velocities and
travel times to SCR will not be changed in the FSAR text as they are based on a more conservative
analysis than the current site conditions dictate.
The following discussion expands the original response quoted above:
The extent of engineered fill placement is depicted on Figure 1-1. This figure shows the engineered fill
within the Circulating Water System (CWS) piping trench1 along the southern boundary of the plant site
will underlie much of the southern cut bank. The CWS piping trench is shown between the western cut
bank and the higher topographic areas to the west of the plant site. A significant portion of the CWS
piping trench east of the Unit 3 turbine building is depicted as being in contact with the existing fill to the
east of Unit 3 (see attached Figure 1-1). Due to its down-gradient position, the existing fill will provide a
drainage location for the engineered fill.

I

Descriptions of groundwater flow pathways in piping trenches included in this discussion, such as those pertaining to the CWS,

describe groundwater within the engineered fill surrounding these subsurface structures.
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Cross sections through the plant site (Figures 1-2 and 1-4) show the CWS piping trenches are embedded
to the approximate depth of other sub grade structures and intersect any horizontal bedding planes
present above the engineering "C" layer.
Horizontal seepage of groundwater along bedding planes from the south or west will intersect the CWS
piping trenches prior to reaching the engineered fill surrounding the Auxiliary Building or Reactor Building
and will be transported within the engineered fill to the existing fill. The engineered fill properties have not
been designed, so the nature of the engineered/existing fill contact is unknown at this time.
3
The hydraulic conductivity of the eastern existing fill has been measured at 3.5x10- cm/sec or
2
2
74.2 gallons/day/ft (gpd/ft ). Therefore, for each square foot of contact between the existing and
engineered fill, 74.2 gallons of groundwater can be drained from the engineered fill through the eastern
existing fill to SCR.
2
4
The hydraulic conductivity of the western existing fill has been measured at 5x10 cm/sec or 10.6 gpd/ft .
Therefore, for each square foot of contact between the existing and engineered fill, 10.6 gallons of
groundwater can be drained from the engineered fill through the western existing fill to SCR.

Based on Figure 1-1, the easternmost contact wall between the CWS piping trench engineered fill and the
eastern existing fill will be at least 350 ft wide (Figure 1-1) and 23.5 ft deep (maximum groundwater
elevation at 813.5 ft msl minus elevation of the top of the piping trench fill concrete at 790 ft msl). Well
MW-1214a (B2028), located near this contact location, reported the top of rock elevation at 781 ft msl.
Therefore, this entire contact wall will be within the eastern engineered fill (Figure 1-6). This results in a
2
contact surface area between the existing and engineered fill at that location of at least 8225 ft . This
would be considered a minimum contact surface as excavation and stabilization requirements for
installation of the CWS piping would most likely require additional excavation and placement of
engineered fill or leveling concrete.
2
Based on the hydraulic conductivity of the eastern existing fill (74.2 gpd/ft ), the drainage rate of the fullysaturated fill at the expected maximum groundwater elevation (813.5 ft msl) would be 610,295 gpd
(424 gpm) through the existing/engineered fill contact at this location. Even at the minimum hydraulic
conductivity (western existing fill 10.6 gpd/ft 2), this would allow a drainage rate of approximately
87,185 gpd (60.54 gpm).

Due to the unknown orientation, size, and properties of the contacts between the engineered fill and
existing fill for Units 3 and 4, this assessment considers the drainage rate for only a small portion of the
total engineered/existing fill contact surfaces present. The actual drainage rate is expected to be higher
due to additional contact surfaces not considered in this assessment (Figure 1-1). Given the hydraulic
conductivities of the existing fill areas, it is not expected that precipitation recharge into the southern or
western soils or infiltration from stormwater ditches will exceed the potential drainage rate provided by the
existing fill. However, for conservatism the groundwater travel time and velocity calculations for the
existing fill assume the groundwater elevation will build up to a level of 820 ft msl, above the highest
(most conservative) trench drain elevation (813.5 ft msl) at which elevation surface seepage will occur
through the base of the trench drain, limiting the maximum water level with the engineered fill to 813.5 ft
msl (approximately 814 ft msl). Brief mounding above 813.5 ft may occur due to short-term stormwater
accumulation in the drainage trenches; however, the mounding would not exceed the tank failure analysis
elevation (820 ft msl) or the DCD maximum allowable elevation (821 ft msl).
Based on this assessment, it is unlikely that preferential seepage from the western or southern soils
would cause a rise in groundwater elevations within the engineered fill that would exceed the maximum
allowed groundwater elevation of 821 ft bgs as defined by the DCD. Furthermore, groundwater flow
through these additional drainage locations would result in longer groundwater travel pathways through
the existing fill to SCR and would not affect the results of the conservative accident analysis presented in
FSAR Subsection 2.4.13.
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Attachments
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None.
Impact on S-COLA
None; this response is site-specific.
Impact on DCD
None.
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SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Comanche Peak, Units 3 and 4
Luminant Generation Company LLC
Docket Nos. 52-034 and 52-035
RAI NO.: 4315 (CP RAI #145)
SRP SECTION: 02.04.13 - Accidental Releases of Radioactive Liquid Effluents in Ground and
Surface Waters
QUESTIONS for Hydrologic Engineering Branch (RHEB)
DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 2/26/2010

QUESTION NO.: 02.04.13-5 S01
NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan (SRP), Chapter 2.4.13, 'Accidental Releases of Radioactive Liquid
Effluents in Ground and Surface Waters,' establishes criteria that the NRC staff intends to use to evaluate
whether an Applicant meets the NRC's regulations.
By letter-dated October 5, 2009, the NRC staff issued RAI ID 3673 (RAI No. 116) QuestionNumber
14273 (02.04.13-1), in which the NRC staff asked "Provide a description of the development of alternate
conceptual models of the site and the process used in the selection of the most conservative and
plausible pathway taking into consideration changes that will occur to site hydrology as a result of site
alterations during construction."
The applicant responded in document CP-200901565-Log No TXNB-09068-(ML093230229) executed on
November 16, 2009. The NRC staff has reviewed the response, as well as portions of Updated Tracking
Report No. 4 referenced in the response, and has determined that additional information is needed in
order to complete its review.
Similar to the applicant's response to RAI 3672 (RAI No. 114), this response does not adequately
illustrate and discuss construction alterations, and the impact to the groundwater and surface water
systems (e.g., groundwater levels and flowpaths). The NRC staff notes that SRP 2.4.13 states that
alternative conceptual models should be developed and analyzed based on geologic and hydrologic
characteristics of the site.
In order to make its safety determinations based on consideration of conservative parameters and
scenarios for the transport of accidentally released radioactive liquid effluents, the NRC staff requests that
the applicant provide conceptual models and selections for bounding sets of pathways that produce the
most adverse contaminant concentrations to receptors in the analysis. Specifically the vertical migration
pathway to the Twin Mountains Formation should be evaluated and calculations conducted to estimate
potential concentrations at wells within the Twin Mountains Formation.
This is supplemental RAI 2.4.13-00-S.
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QUESTION NO.: 02.04.13-6 S01
NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan (SRP), Chapter 2.4.13, 'Accidental Releases of Radioactive Liquid
Effluents in Ground and Surface Waters,' establishes criteria that the NRC staff intends to use to evaluate
whether an Applicant meets the NRC's regulations.
By letter dated October 5, 2009, the NRC staff issued RAI ID 3673 (RAI No. 116) Question Number
14274 (02.04.13-2), in which the NRC staff asked "In order to demonstrate compliance with the
requirements of providing adequate protection to water users, discuss the potential for preferential
flowpaths and vertical migration and provide conservative evaluations and discussion of the potential for
flow to offsite wells (displayed on Figure 2.4.-205). Also provide data and discuss the applicability of
using the calculations performed as part of the FSAR for Units 1 and 2 as the basis to eliminate
conceptual models of vertical groundwater flow through the Glen Rose to offsite wells in the Twin
Mountains Formation from Units 3 and 4."
The applicant responded in document CP-200901565-Log No TXNB-09068-(ML093230229) executed on
November 16, 2009. The NRC staff has reviewed the applicant's response and has determined that
additional information is needed in order to complete its review.
The NRC staff notes that offsite groundwater wells located within the Twin Mountains Formation could
be potential receptors of groundwater flowing from the site. The applicant's response to this RAI seeks to
eliminate the vertical pathway to the Twin Mountains Formation based on analyses performed as part of
the Comanche Peak Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 1 and 2 evaluations and included in the Units 1 and 2
FSAR. However, these calculations showed that flow to wells within the Twin Mountains Formation was
possible within approximately 400 years and that the resultant concentration of 137-Cs was above the 10
CFR Part 20 Appendix B Effluent Concentration Limits (ECL), despite the 400 year travel time. In
addition, vertical migration calculations conducted for Units 1 and 2 do not appear to incorporate
conservative, site specific conditions encountered at Units 3 and 4. Through review of information
published by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and the Texas Water Development Board (TWDB), the
NRC staff has determined that since the construction of Units 1 and 2, water levels within the Twin
Mountains Formation have fallen below the top of the Twin Mountains Formation in the area of the site,
creating a downward gradient and the potential for a downward flow. As a result of these findings, the
staff believes that site specific porosity measurements, distances between the bottom of the tanks and
Twin Mountains Formation, vertical gradients and tank source terms are different for Units 3 and 4 than
for Units 1 and 2.
In order to make its safety determination based on consideration of conservative parameters and
alternate scenarios for the transport of accidentally released radioactive liquid effluents, the NRC staff
requests that the applicant perform an analysis to determine the impact of vertical migration of an
accidental effluent release from Units 3 and 4 to the nearest offsite groundwater receptor within the Twin
Mountains Formation. Conservative estimates or measurements of groundwater levels, hydraulic
conductivity, effective porosity, flow directions and other hydraulic parameters for the Twin Mountains
Formation should be presented and appropriately incorporated into this vertical transport analysis. The
applicant is also requested to confirm that receptor concentrations resulting from this analysis comply with
Effluent Concentration Limits.
This is supplemental RAI 2.4.13-01-S.
QUESTION NO.: 02.04.13-7 S01
NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan (SRP), Chapter 2.4.13, 'Accidental Releases of Radioactive Liquid
Effluents in Ground and Surface Waters,' establishes criteria that the NRC staff intends to use to evaluate
whether an Applicant meets the NRC's regulations.
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By letter dated October 5, 2009, the NRC staff issued RAI ID 3673,(RAI No. 116) Question Number
14276 (02.04.13-4), in which the NRC staff asked "Provide a discussion of the assumptions and input
parameters, including a table of the assumed undiluted concentration of radionuclides in the tanks at time
zero, used with the RATAF code to perform the accidental liquid radioactive effluent release analysis for
Comanche peak Nuclear Power Plant, Units 3 and 4 and demonstrate the conservative nature of sitespecific parameters in the model input. Please specifically discuss the conservatism of the dilution factor
representing the volume of Squaw Creek Reservoir used in the RATAF analysis and the assumed travel
time of 365 days."
The applicant responded in document CP-200901565-Log No TXNB-09068-(ML093230229) executed on
November 16, 2009. The NRC staff has reviewed the response and has determined that additional
information is needed in order to complete its review.
The applicant's response states that this is a DCD related issue and therefore the requested information
was not provided to the NRC staff. In a phone call with the US-APWR DCD Applicant on January 2 0 th,
2010, the US-APWR DCD applicant agreed to calculate initial tank concentrations based on 1 percent
failed fuel and revise US-APWR DCD Table 11.2-17 to include these concentrations for each tank
identified in the table. As such, the COL Applicant is requested to confirm that these revised values were
used in the effluent release calculations to calculate concentrations at all receptors identified in the FSAR.
The NRC staff disagrees with the applicant's use of 100 percent instantaneous dilution in the Squaw
Creek Reservoir for the horizontal migration scenario since the method does not demonstrate the
required level of conservatism. The NRC staff also requests that the applicant present and discuss in the
COL application the conservative nature of the value used as the site specific dilution factor.
Using the applicant's parameters and assumptions provided in Table 2.4.12-211 the travel time from the
release tank to the Reservoir was estimated by staff to be 189 days for Scenario 2 Pathway 4a. This is
more than 10 times faster than the applicant's estimate and much less than the 365 days assumed in the
US-APWR DCD generic calculation that the applicant's evaluation references and is dependent upon.
In order to make its safety determination based on consideration of conservative parameters, the NRC
staff requests the following information.
1) Provide revised initial concentrations in the tank used in the accidental effluent release analysis
and confirm that the tank has highest concentration and volume as required.
2) Explain the conservative nature of the value used as the site specific dilution factor and use
conservative site specific estimates of travel times to potential receptors as well as conservative
methods to apply the estimates of dilution, where applicable, in the calculation of contaminant
concentrations at receptor locations. Sound justifications for the assumptions used in the
evaluations should be provided.
3) Provide estimates of contaminant flux into the reservoir from lateral groundwater discharge. This
flux information should be used in conjunction with surface water evaluations to determine the
concentration and potential exposure through surface water at offsite locations downstream of the
Squaw Creek Reservoir Dam.
This is supplemental RAI 2.4.13-03-S.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION:
This supplemental information is provided to address the NRC Hydrology Open Items 2:4.12-5 and
2.4.13-3 from the audit conducted June 7-9, 2011. During the audit, the NRC identified areas in the sitespecific tank failure analysis from FSAR Subsection 2.4.13 that needed clarification or additional
information. Specifically, the NRC identified the following areas that could potentially affect the results of
the tank failure analysis. The corresponding location in the FSAR that addresses the NRC concerns is
provided for ease of review. FSAR mark-ups are included in Attachment 2 for FSAR Subsections 2.4.12
and 2.4.13.
*

Address possible runoff from cooling tower areas and potential recharge effect over piping
systems that could affect the hydrology model (addressed in revised Subsection 2.4.12.3,
Supplemental RAI 147 (Question 02.04.12-8 S01)).

*

Surface water recharge into existing fill, which could create a mounding effect of groundwater in
the ditches without sufficient time to dissipate (addressed in revised Subsection 2.4.12.3,
Supplemental RAI 147 (Question 02.04.12-8 S01)).

"

Confirmation that the surface water infiltration to groundwater in the south and west of the plant
cutoff will not ultimately affect groundwater in the plant footprint (addressed in revised Subsection
2.4.12.3, Supplemental RAI 147 (Question 02.04.12-8 S01)).

*

Confirmation that the groundwater level will not be more than 820 ft. El., and that the hydraulic
gradient in the existing is sufficient to transport the contamination to SCR as assumed currently in
the horizontal transport calculation (addressed in revised Subsections 2.4.12.3.1 and 2.4.12.5,
Supplemental RAI 147 (Question 02.04.12-8 S01)).
Further justification for using the 25% dilution in the existing fill for the source term transport
horizontally to Squaw Creek Reservoir (SCR) and the dilution volume used in SCR prior to
reaching the Rotocone device (addressed in revised Subsections 2.4.13.5 and 2.4.13.5.4).
Consideration that the contamination could not get into the storm water basins (addressed in
revised Subsection 2.4.12.3, Supplemental RAI 147 (Question 02.04.12-8 S01).
Further clarification of the conservative assumptions used in the horizontal transport calculation to
SCR (addressed in revised Subsection 2.4.13.5).

*

*
*
*

Performance of a vertical calculation to determine transport time to nearest potable water supply
through the Glen Rose Formation using a simple calculation that provides the quickest infiltration
(addressed in revised Subsections 2.4.12.3.1.1, Supplemental RAI 147 (Question 02.04.12-8
S01) and 2.4.13.4).

Impact on R-COLA
See attached marked-up FSAR Revision 2 pages 2.4-92, 2.4-95, 2.4-96, 2.4-97, 2.4-98, 2.4-99, 2.4-100,
2.4-101, 2.4-102, 2.4-103, 2.4-104, 2.4-105, 2.4-106, 2.4-107, 2.4-108, 2.4-109, 2.4-110, 2.4-111,
2.4-112, 2.4-113, 2.4-114, 2.4-118, 2.4-119, 2.4-120, 2.4-123, 2.4-124, and 2.4-136; and new pages
2.4-259, 2.4-260, and 2.4-261. Some of the mark-ups are editorial in nature and are annotated with a
"CTS" number rather than with the RAI question number.
Impact on S-COLA
None; this response is site-specific.
Impact on DCD
None.
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SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Comanche Peak, Units 3 and 4
Luminant Generation Company LLC
Docket Nos. 52-034 and 52-035
RAI NO.: 2929 (CP RAI #22)
SRP SECTION: 02.05.04 - Stability of Subsurface Materials and Foundations
QUESTIONS for Geosciences and Geotechnical Engineering Branch 1 (RGS1)
DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 7/17/2009

QUESTION NO.: 02.05.04-11 S01
NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan (SRP), Chapter 2.5.4, "Stability of Subsurface Materials and
Foundations," establishes criteria that the NRC staff intends to use to evaluate whether an applicant
meets the NRC's regulations.
Subsection 2.5.4.5.1.2 in the FSAR proposes that concrete fill will be used for foundation preparing, and
further states that the fill concrete has a design compressive strength of 3,000 psi to meet the strength
requirement. Please address the concrete durability, as described in American Concrete Institute (ACI)
201.2R, for fill concrete.
Erosion of porous concrete sub-foundation, as described in NRC Information Notice (IN) 97-11, and
leaching of calcium hydroxide could be potential problems, since the assumed water ground table (EL.
780 ft) is very close to proposed approximate excavation bottom (about EL. 782 ft), and even could be
higher than some localized excavation areas, which need to be deepened below EL. 782 ft to remove
disturbed or unstable material. In addition, ground water and perched water seeping down along the
sides of the structures could cause potential impact on porous concrete fill. Please explain how the
differential settlement due to erosion, and loss of concrete strength due to leaching, will be addressed,
and provide justification for the manner in which these potential issues will be addressed.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION:
This supplemental information is provided in response to NRC Open Items 2.4.12-1 and 2.4.12-3 from the
Hydrology Audit of June 7-9, 2011. The response to Question 02.05.04-11 (ML092440357) stated
The plant structures are equipped with... underground drains to collect
underground water and channel it away from the structures.
This supplemental response revises this statement as a result of discussions during the audit.
The open items relate to groundwater levels and the potential transport path of the accidental release of
fluids from the Boric Acid Tank. It was anticipated that the underground drainage system would
accelerate the transport time of accidental releases to Squaw Creek Reservoir.
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During the audit Luminant stated that the underground drainage system will be eliminated, thus
eliminating the potentially accelerated transport time for accidental releases. The FSAR has been revised
accordingly.
The conclusions of the original response to this RAI are not impacted because elimination of the
underground drainage system has no impact on the strength and/or durability of fill concrete since it is
replaced by a cementitious membrane coating made out of a crystalline waterproofing compound.
Impact on R-COLA
See attached marked-up FSAR Revision 2 pages 2.5-197, 2.5-202, 2.5-203, 2.5-207, 3.4-1, and 3.4-2.
Impact on S-COLA
None; this response is site-specific.
Impact on DCD
None.
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CEUS

ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Central and Eastern United States

CFR

Code of Federal Regulations

cfs

cubic feet per second

CG

cloud-to-ground

CH

Fat Clay

CL

Lean Clay

CO 2

carbon dioxide

COC

Chamber of Commerce

COL

Combined Operating License

COLA

Combined Operating License Application

CoV

coefficient of variation (standard deviation/mean)

cm/sec

centimeters per second

Cp

peaking coefficient

CPNPP

Comanche Peak Nuclear Power Plant

CPSES

Comanche Peak Steam Electric System

CPT

cone penetration test

CSDRS

Certified Site Design Response Spectra

Ct

lag coefficient

CU

Consolidated-Undrained

OCWS

Circulating Water System

D

Diameter

DCD

Design Control Document

DF

design factor

DFW

Dallas-Fort Worth

EAB

exclusion area boundary

EGC

Exelon Generation Company
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Emb

Best Estimate Body-Wave Magnitude

EOF

emergency operation facility

EPA

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

EPRI

Electric Power Research Institute

EPRI-SOG

Electric Power Research Institute Seismicity Owners

ER

Environmental Report

ESP

Early Site Permit

EST

Earth Science Team

ESW

Essential Service Water

ESWS

essential service water system

ETP

Energy Transfer Partners

ETR

energy transfer ratio

FEMA

Federal Emergency Management Agency

FIRS

Foundation Input Response Spectra

FSAR

Final Safety Analysis Report

ft

feet

g/cc

grams per cubic centimeter

GIGrmax

dynamic shear modulus reduction

GMRS

Ground Motion Response Spectra

gpd

gallons per day

gpm

gallons per minute

GSI

Geologic Strength Index

HF

high frequencies

HiRAT

High Resolution Acoustic Televiewer

HMR

Hydrometeorological Report

hr

hour
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No groundwater was encountered during excavation or construction of CPNPP
Units 1 and 2; therefore, there was no dewatering at the site during or after
construction of the units (Reference 2.4-214).
2.4.12.2.4

On-Site/Vicinity Groundwater Level Fluctuations

In October 2006, a groundwater investigation was initiated as part of the
subsurface study to evaluate hydrogeologic conditions for the CPNPP Units 3 and
4. As part of this groundwater investigation, 47 monitoring wells were installed at
20 locations within the Glen Rose Formation on-site. Figure 2,4.12-208 shows the
monitor well locations. Details regarding well construction are presented in Table
2.4.12-208.
Due to the variable nature of groundwater reported at the CPNPP site, the well
clusters were installed across CPNPP Units 3 and 4 from west to east of the
reactor areas to define the groundwater bearing capabilities and properties of the
zones likely to be affected, and to identify the hydraulic connectivity between the
zones, if any. Monitoring wells were designated as follows, where XX denotes the
well or cluster number for the three zones:
A-zone wells: Regolith or undifferentiated fill monitoring wells (MW-12XXa) were
installed if greater than 10 ft of soil was encountered above hollow-stem auger
refusal.
B-zone wells: Shallow bedrock monitoring wells (MW-12XXb) were generally
completed in the upper 40 to 65 ft of bedrock in an apparent zone of alternating
stratigraphy; i.e., claystone, mudstone, limestone, and shale sequences.
C-zone wells: Bedrock monitoring wells (MW-1 2XXc) were generally completed in
deeper bedrock zones consisting of alternating stratigraphy and competent
bedrock.
Following well development, water levels were measured from November 2006 to
May 2008 (Figure 2.4.12-209) to characterize seasonal trends in groundwater
levels. Measured groundwater levels from November 2006 to November 2007 are
presented in Table 2.4.12-209. The hydrographs for this groundwater data are
presented on Figure 2.4.12-209 and also show precipitation data. The
groundwater elevation data is presented by well/cluster location and includes
approximate screen elevations for each well in the cluster. In addition, the
hydrographs depict rainfall totals for the period of interest. Rainfall data presented
was collected from the Opossum Hollow rain gauge located approximately 3.4-mi
southwest of the CPNPP Unit 3 and 4 site. Overall, the hydrographs show that
water levels in the deeper Glen Rose Formation (C-Zone) do not fluctuate and
remain at a constant level near the base of the well or depict a steadily increasing
water level, indicating the wells were dry (no groundwater infiltration into the well)
or exhibiting slow recharge with the static water level not in equilibrium with the
groundwater within the formation. With the exception of seven monitoring wells
(MW-1201b, MW-1205b, MW-1207b, MW-1209b, MW-1211b, MW-1212b,and
2.4-72
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MW-1217b), hydrographs from the shallow bedrock wells (B-Zone) show a slow
and steady increase of water levels over time with little to no fluctuations, also
suggesting the static water level within the wells are not in equilibrium with the
groundwater within the formation. Available historical information on groundwater
and groundwater trends in the Glen Rose Formation is presented in Subsection
2.4.12.2.3.
-Water Levels and .Potentiometric.Elevations. in the Regolith (A - Zone)
Groundwater steadily increased from December 2006 to July 2007. Water levels
remained constant or decreased slightly from August 2007 to February 2008.
Hydrographs from the regolith/fill material wells (A-zone) indicate some slight
fluctuations that may be tied to seasonal rainfall. In some of the A-zone wells,
there appears to be a slight increase in water levels that may correspond to the
spring seasons but there is no significant correlation in the A-zone wells across
the site in response to rainfall.
Monitoring well MW-1211a was installed on the northeast portion of CPNPP
Units 3 and 4 in undifferentiated fill material. Water levels in this monitoring well
were consistent with the normal pool elevation of SCR (775 ft msl) indicating
possible hydraulic communication between the former drainage swale and SCR.
Representative potentiometric surface maps for the four quarters (Figure
2.4.12-210 [Sheets 1 through 4]) show that the general shallow (A-Zone)
groundwater movement in the vicinity of CPNPP Units 3 and 4 mimics the surface
topography, with an apparent groundwater divide along the long axis of the site
peninsula. On the northern portion of the peninsula, a northerly flow toward SCR
is observed, and a southerly flow toward the Safe Shutdown Impoundment (SSI)
is observed on the south side of the site peninsula.
Water Levels and Potentiometric Elevations in the.Shallow Bedrock,(B-- Zone)
Nine of the 16 wells completed in this zone contained no, or negligible, amounts of
water for up to eight months before exhibiting measurable water (greater than
1 ft). The majority of these wells exhibited a slow to steady recharge, with no
indication of reliable equilibrium conditions over the monitoring period.
Well MW- 211 b was installed east of CPNPP Unit 3 in the undifferentiated fill
material. During installation, an effort was made to install this well in bedrock;
however, due to the thickness and nature of the undifferentiated fill material, the
boring was terminated at the bedrock surface (approximately 75 ft below ground
surface [bgs]). Waterlevel measurements for this well were consistent with those
of regolith monitoring well MW-1211a and the normal pool elevation of SCR over
the monitoring period; therefore, the groundwater elevation in monitoring well
MW- 211 b is not considered to be a measurement of groundwater within the
shallow bedrock (B-Zone).

2.4-73
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Well MW-1209b was installed northeast of CPNPP Unit 3 in the shallow bedrock
below the undifferentiated fill material. Water level measurements for this well
were consistent with those of the normal pool elevation of SCR over the
monitoring period, showing the shallow bedrock at this location is in
communication with SCR; therefore, the groundwater elevation in monitoring well
MW-1209b is not considered to be a measurement of groundwater within the
shallow bedrock (B-Zone).
Well MW-1212b was installed southeast of CPNPP Unit 3 in the shallow bedrock
at the apparent southern extent of the undifferentiated fill material. Water level
measurements for this well were approximately 10 feet above the normal pool
elevation of SCR over the monitoring period. Due to its location on the southern
side of the undifferentiated fill material, which isolates the groundwater in this
portion of the site from that in the location of the nuclear islands, the groundwater
elevation in monitoring Well MW-1212b was not used to determine groundwater
flow direction within the shallow bedrock (B-Zone).
Only four shallow bedrock (B-Zone) monitoring wells (MW-1201 b, MW-1205b,
MW-1207b, and MW-1217b) exhibited consistent water levels, indicating
equilibrium conditions. After obtaining static conditions between November 29,
2006, and January 23, 2007, groundwater elevations in these four wells stayed
within a 13.76 ft range between 820.08 ft msl (MW-1217b; March 24, 2008) and
833.84 (MW-1215b; October 16, 2007). Monitoring well MW-1217b, located near
the center point of CPNPP Unit 3, exhibited the greatest variation following
attainment of static conditions, showing water level variations within a 6.97 ft
range from January 2007 to May 2008. Comparison with recorded rainfall data at
the Opossum Hollow Rain Gage did not show a correlation between water level
variations and recorded rainfall data during the monitored period.
Groundwater potentiometric surface maps could not be produced based on only
four wells completed in the shallow bedrock (B-Zone) that exhibited consistent
equilibrium conditions and evidence that the groundwater within the shallow
bedrock is recharged from the perched groundwater within the overlying soils.
However, the groundwater levels within the four wells show a general
groundwater gradient trend towards SCR and it is expected that the groundwater
potentiometric surface will follow that of the overlying soils.
Water Levels and Potentiometric Elevations in the Bedrock Monitoring Wells (C Zone)
Of the 14 groundwater monitoring wells screened in bedrock, six contained no, or
negligible, amounts of water over the monitoring period and eight exhibited a slow
to steady recharge, with no indication of reliable equilibrium conditions.
Groundwater potentiometric surface maps could not be produced due to the lack
of reliable groundwater, or evidence of non-equilibrium conditions within the
deeper C-Zone monitoring wells.
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Groundwater flow direction within the regolith is toward SCR. Flow direction of
groundwater within the upper bedrock (groundwater B-Zone) appears to flow
eastward toward SCR. However, based on the limited groundwater availability
within the bedrock, depicted by long-term, non-equilibrium water levels within
most bedrock monitoring wells, groundwater flow within the upper bedrock is
limited and likely linked to flow within the overlying perched groundwater.
2.4.12.2.5

Aquifer Characteristics

Groundwater has been identified within the undifferentiated fill, regolith and
bedrock beneath the CPNPP Units 3 and 4 sites; therefore, this subsection
provides characteristics of these zones. During construction, the undifferentiated
fill material and regolith are expected to be removed in the power block area. The
foundation elevation is estimated to be approximately 782 ft msl on the bedrock.
Groundwater currently measured in the soil zones (undifferentiated fill material
and regolith) and the Glen Rose Formation is considered "perched" and will be
removed during construction activities. Characteristics of the Glen Rose
Formation indicate that it is not a groundwater bearing unit and a permanent
dewatering system will not be required.
2.4.12.2.5.1

Porosity

Soil Zones
The soils occurring on the CPNPP site are described in the Hood and Somervell
counties soil survey information provided by the USDA Natural Resources
Conservation Service's on-line Soil Data Mart website (Reference 2.4-259). A
total of 18 soil mapping phases representing 17 soil series occur within the
CPNPP site boundary. Descriptions of each soil series are provided in Table
2.4-75
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2.4.12-210 and the location of the soil mapping phases are shown on Figure
2.4.12-211.
The two soil types mapped in the vicinity of the CPNPP Units 3 and 4 build areas
include the Tarrant - Bolar association and Tarrant - Purves association. Physical
properties for these soil types indicate clay content ranges of 20 to 60 percent,
moist bulk densities of 1.10 gram per cubic centimeter (g/cc) to 1.55 g/cc,
saturated hydraulic conductivities between 4.2 x 10-5 centimeters per second
(cm/sec) and 1.4 x 10-3 cm/sec, and available water capacities of 0.05 inch per
inch (in/in) to 0.18 in/in (Reference 2.4-260).
The site is underlain by a sedimentary rock sequence of the Glen Rose Formation
which, at the surface, has been weathered to a clayey, silty, sandy overburden soil
with some rock fragments (referred to as regolith). However, most of the CPNPP
site is situated in areas disturbed by previous construction activities associated
with the construction of CPNPP Units 1 and 2. Porosity in the undifferentiated fill
or regolith materials was evaluated based on the grain size distributions from the
current investigation:
Undifferentiated Fill - Based on the grain size distribution of the on-site
soils, the total porosity was determined by averaging the porosity range for
sand, silt, and clay. The average total porosity of the on-site regolith and
undifferentiated fill is assumed to be 0.45. Based on a lack of information
regarding effective porosity in the undifferentiated fill, an effective porosity
of 0.45 was assumed.
*

Regolith - As mentioned above, the average total porosity of the on-site
regolith and undifferentiated fill/regolith (soils) is assumed to be 0.45. To
estimate the effective porosity of the on-site soils, the arithmetic mean of
the effective porosities for fine grained sand, silt, and clay were averaged
(Reference 2.4-261). The average effective porosity of the on-site regolith
and undifferentiated/regolith is assumed to be 0.20.

Bedrock Zones
The bedrock is comprised of limestone from the Glen Rose Formation. The results
of the geotechnical analysis performed at the CPNPP Units 3 and 4 site indicated
that an average total porosity of the shallow bedrock (limestone and shale) is 25.6
percent and the average total porosity of limestone is 11.9 percent. The Argonne
National Laboratory publication, Data Collection Handbook to Support Modeling
Impacts of Radioactive Material in Soil, dated April 1993 (Reference 2.4-261)
references an arithmetic mean of the effective porosity for limestone of 14
percent. Consequently, the most conservative approach when determining
velocity and travel time is to use the measured 11.9 percent porosity value which
provides a higher calculated velocity through the shallow bedrock.
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2.4.12.2.5.2

Permeability

The permeability of a material is a measure of the ability to transmit water. To
assist in determining permeability of the Glen Rose Formation, forty
packer-pressure tests were performed in five test borings at 5-foot intervals of
varying depth at CPNPP Units 3 and 4 in 2007. The results of these packer tests
indicated little to no water take into the Glen Rose Formation; therefore, the
formation is essentially impermeable. Detailed examination of cores from test
borings revealed minor solutioning features and minimal fractures. Drill water
occasionally was lost while drilling through the upper weathered zone and is
believed to have occurred at the soil/bedrock interface.
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Theis Re6veryj Test metho~ds.' Th res'ults o thhe-72-hfr oum6 teststnae
hydraulic codfiucti~iit at 1.,70 x101 msdrn upn ad35x1-.Qja
Subsurface Pathways
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'gFOWaNYe~fThe groundwater -syste m in'the vicinityvof CPNPP Units 3 ad4wl

'be modified following co'nstruction activities. Soils and weathered bedrock willbe

,removed from the a'rea surrofundiria Units 3 and 4 during site grading activities..
e ko~sin-6 fresh bedtock. surface"sof the Glen Rose limestone. Excavations and
to ccrmmod~tethe var6iousbulldin6
tren6hes ill be incised in fresh bdrock6
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structures anidfiWing. Granular enineerd-fill will be placed in xcavations and

RCOL2_02.0

4.12-8 S01
limit
~meabilitcapto
owvre
p
dwitha. low
trenahes duHing64cnstructi•n andl
iuiface; Water infiltration' `directlyinto theenaI neered fill.Descriptions of
groundWater flow pathways in poipiIng trenctjhes idcluded in this discussionj. such as,
those pertaining to the 'ES9W and CWS. zdescribe gqroundwater-within the-*
eng~ineered' fill, surroýunding these subsurface structures.
Theiengiheered fill has no6t been ,des§ined. s&thelhydraulic rdoperties of the'fill
are unknowyn at this'timeh-. Howeverit. is anticipa'ted he fill, will be a comp6acted_
granular fill with porosity and h~ydraulic conductivity farý exceeding that of the6
I tjhrouah
surroundingi limesto-ne, bedrock. Groundwater is expected to travel rap~idy
tonnected areas of enaih efed'fill to _sOurrundiria areas of existing fifll withlittle" -"'
.
.
recharue to the underlyinad surroandihg•liestnt6 ebe6 dck.
Potý,ohstruction groUndwater flow athsMwill be influenced most by the
hlacementf of engineeried fill. Structur~al-xcaVatfions are aýporoximately the samet6
depth and Will provider preferential pathways for the movemen~t 6f groundwater
d
fron Units 3 and 4 subaradestructures to surrounding exis.ing. l
A con66-otual nost-constrcion aroundWatermodel is dtbictdd ih FiaUre
to,
2A.4.12-1The maioritv~bofte rainfal nite wil ,civ vi s6, i unf n6eW6j
stormwater drainage ditches that discharge into s;t6rmwater retention basins.
located east of Unit 3 (eastern retention basin) and wedstf Ubfnit 4 (western
retentigin basin). ýSurface. runoff from the cooling tower-'area will be dirdeted ftoh
hs eeto bainis dis c6harges `to.SCR.
wester eeto al.Oeflwfm
isexxe-eind
ted to- be placedataoa1
Mjow oLermeabdiiy cag (not_
fil aeas imiingthe infiltrationof.surfac ývwaterfo site rfunoff and
engieerd
storrmwatr'd itch accumulatibns. Althouigh these low perm'eability caos wjill be
ed6 prevent infiltration. it is possible for su face water seeoaae into-the
designed
engineered fill to occur.
3 and 4. I
iainwater will infiltrate into the native soils to thewestand south'of Units
However
kbedrock.,,
and wiil rovbv•ide some recharger into lithe Underlvina liimestone
Gle Roe limestone,ý infiltratio of
because of the low permeability of th4ýe6

groundwater from thes•frficial soils or"from direct ex-osure-to rainfall into the

shallow, lime~stone will be l:imited.. The ýlimited bedrock infiltration could'result 16i
lateral seepage opf.groundwa~ter into the erikgineered~fjll sutrrounding th sd Ubsurace
str6ctures at the6CPNPP site.
it can be assumed t
beindeiqhned.
bnot
fdi has
•i
Although the.engine6&
compacted granular Ill plwaced in the exoavated
n
rees willnbe of slanificanrtd
higher.
hydrauflc'onductivitv thanIthe surrouniIding limestone bedrock. Groundwater.
'seeaginto ti6"'he e~nýýgin-e~ere~d fill will flow ilong the piping trenches and building
64n046itoad the existibg'fjll east'ofriUnit 3'rnd nort of Unt4 ln h aisof~
5CR.Unit
Eastof
3oortions of th~ ~nineer'odfill sioudnthCWad
ESW piping trench'are in Ontact wifthexistig fill (fr = 3.5 x1:si
Similarly. north of Un",it 4-:66ortions of ýthe -engineeredfill jsurrounding the UH-S'
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basins and ESWV pinit•riench arein co•tact with existing fill (Kh

=

RCOL2 02.0

5.0 X104.

..cm/sec.) Groundwater with~in the existing fill materials east of-Unit 3 and north of

.28t

e groundwatr elevations.
icatibn:with SCR andftjh•
'.Unit 4 arein dir•e commn•m
Within these materials arein equilirium with the sCR o6il elevation.Therefore..
4hese existing fillayreas wil dra in'g ondwsfer feeenineered fil rt&SCR-

Groundwater Pathways

2.4.12.3.1
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nort

1f

ntIl~~cr~il~tmtd3u.~dv.~4.12-8

CPNIPPUnit 4t*aC2R 6Fo rocosntod in FiQWro 2.4.12 211A.
,,uR-H.Ffcrrfiated fill andrOgOlith) @ndR;zo
rc ulting, iqthe Fortov l of the -Qihd

rJ(chI-I-.

edo)disouiod

01--ae from: the.

in

arca.
Wo-,rG&

PPV iV~d 4-,ite.- Th~gra'din
GtRND-2-rYR
fill rnatý;iilaodcg~dt
eng~nccred
oýi~tAf
cddrai~n~gcýp,lýan d.p)lp
prccud~ciiraccWatcr infiitrat6hiqtlhcI ic~biqon'G W'hif~h~lth fQundationA Wi4:
be ranctrielcd.
drhe
imfprarade~

ucor-es is net antizipated. The pb tulated groundWgter pathWay' GeoMýioc
ed irlnthis 6uwbc'etien a6nd futher iný Subse tien 2.443,;Pkjcot SCR te bLc-

456eUS

-4
togrudratrfrmQPN P Uniter 3 and ic
linuosbelqi
is; the brij-har transport~rmehani-sm fo
release. .The ,velocity of groundwater depends ntehdalccnutvt and
pgorosity ofte medium through Whihch it is moving,)anQ the hydraulic gradient
13,A -10,Groundwater

i'Wfbufic conductivltý anid
.Higher aroundwater velocities ýoccur with areate ,h,
hyd raulic aradient. tisaumdtta rel'easte' f'rom e'!"Lzither unitmwould first.
that hasý been placed n limestone excavatons
en4o1nter teninrdfill
h niere ilmtra onetfietyt
,encoundrthe A/ aineid`R
.other eng ineered fill materia also laced in Mimestone excavations and/or
trenches that surround'vari6iosfste systemns. For example, the ESýW oloing
trenches and UHS.bas6ins re embedded at an equal,depth as-the"NBand R/B
(Figure 2.4.12-212). Portions ofthe engtin~eered fillsýurrouhding tfhese sysemnsare
in contactwith the,existina fill to the east of Unit 3 'and to tlhe northýo-f Unit-4.
in communication with SCR and has a hihrhdalcconductivit than the6.
surrounding.4limestone. Thegrefore. grou6u4daer withn the enginjeered fi.l1
surrounding the AIR and R/B Mwilbe drained through contact withthe existing fillinto StR.Asrthe hydrogeologic orooerties of the eng1in ee rd -fill are unknown atý
thistime. the-groun water'ir'a Ihrt, time throUgh the engineered fill is,conlsidered`
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-nelibe adnyrlsei-co nservatjivelyIssumeihdrto be'dgintatfie englineered

RCOL2_102.0

fill/existing fill boundary closest to SCR.

4.12-8 SO1

The extent of engineered fill lacement isd~pictedbn FSAR Fiou e&2,4..12-21'2;
T!hisfiA Ure shows .the
6e._ineeed fill witii the CWSi~ing tr nch' along the
.The CWS piping tr-ench-is sho%6 betweenlhewestern cut bank and the higher

'Ifgani ares o4he wvest of the nlant ite. A sianificant Portion of the CWS-,,
trnch east ofthe UnWit 3 turbine buildin is depicted as bieing in contact with,
biping
fthe -existing fill to the east of Unit3. Dueto theirdowvn.radi et p6sition and !higlh

;6ermeabilibty, he existg fill eato

nt3.and north of.Unit 4 will provide aw

drainage location -forthe engineered till.
The Oeri6cted 'troundwater 'mvement in •vicinitybof
the
the Units&3and4 power

block was assessed to evaluate contam~inant migration for the postulated release
kcenario (SiuiIse~ctign 2A.13). For the release: scenario. radwaste contaminant
sucsinclude thea Units 3-and 4 boric ýacid tainks (B3AT~s)..l6cated.at the lowestý..
leve1iinthe A/B., Frtbhe asses6ent of alternative p;athways., fivOlcati6ns w'64'e,

a'ssumed to be oasbepit fepsr ie ~lctosa hc rudae
'iould~be disch-a'id-ettthe'sdijface t6 allow hu~ otc rffcltt
'transnort). Th~e'p6thWays e6valuat'eld ý:a'r'es
Path #1: Unit 3 through existing fill to SCR
'This scenariaio:postuLlatesb grOudwatet flow~released ,from theengin-eered

fill/existing4
fil6iterac east of Unit131t the nearest locato along SCR2n
F'igbres 2.4.12-'212 and 2A.4 '221 3). DiSb&i,
iag
ouldW
b'e direc'tKito the
waeiri of ScRwitih a'taveI ldistance of 600.ft.,The released contamination.
WouldItheni 6travei In the surface waters6of SCR.
Path #2":Unit 4 thr6ouh existingfillito SCR
This scenaiiopostuilatesi roundwaterfiow-released from the engiheered.,
fill/existing fill interface nofth o6fUnitf4 to theonearest1ocation ajon gSCR
(Figures 2.4.12-212 and 2.4.2-21 3). Discharge Would be direbtly to the
would theh'traivel !in the surface watersofscR..

.

Path43: Units 3,.or 4 throia~h'the Glen-Rose-Limiestone to Týin Mountiwns.,
at
Formaion Auifer
T7his

postulats ahypothetical groundwater
qseneario
flow.oathWav from a-

nmigrating verticaliy to .the-uneQr6citact betwee6nthe Twin M6uhtains
ofmthe relased"BAT volu,(lR is assUmedto migre e• - ricallDuiharge of

the vertical portion would beg dir-ectly to the giroundwater within the Twin
2.4-83
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Mountains Formtation aa&Uifer with a4 mifntimu

vertica tirav•ei distance oIf .

193 ft. The'''re-easd otmin6ation would then travel withIin the
groundwater of the TWin Mciuntains Formation aquifer.

•This scen~a rio nos6tulate,•s !grboundWate~r flow released from the engineered

east,oLfthe Un'it' 3ESW"Jpining trench throLuah the Glen Rose limestone
Mil
be
to the easte-rnretentiohln basin. Discharge from the retention basin would
travel

'direitly tethe waterof.SCR. The released contaminationWodithen
in thIe surface watero6f SCR.

Pah#:Unit 4 to the weternstoMw6iater retention basin
enieer6"e
This scenario ý,oiuae's groundwiaterfow releasedfrom t'he.
.fill westjof he Unit 3, EWS nigin trectruhteGeiRs ietn
to the western ýetentiohnbasin. Dischia-eifrom th&eretention basin w'uld1

to the water of SCR.- The released contamination would then
directly
be
Itravel
in the
surface waters of

.CR..

Paths #4 and #5 ,tothe-stormwater retention basins are conSidered to be

'I-nruile-beas hi vrlweeain ill tbe less than 612ýft il forbte:
10ft nisl for the basi3nwst of Ui4 er'owhydraulicý
ýbasin east of Unit 3 kor
teare separated from the engineered-fill baminiu o5
Lrdet)an
feet of low vermeability Glen Rose Limestone. Additionally u t h lmttino
the
axium gounwater elevation to 81 5-ft -msi.and te 66enbityf
thie Glen R6se f

into the drainaý di

jtni6

r ugroudwater

Le
surud

ihin the~egigeered.I wil not migrate

ng
Untsý 3 nd 4.

Athough theset pathiways for aroundWafer movemnent are reaonble scenaro
rndtrisuict6t
,for'aroiUndwater flow, it iasuethttecta
thfree'dimensional cOntrol stiructues •l6oiontal. verticiL.:and any seconda6r

c'orosit that miay b6 6tesent) ahd will notdhave uniformý flo W'across the site..
PlaIcement of e,,ngineeried fill:surroundina (h6 AIR. RIB. ESW pibing trench. UHS
ba6sins-, and CSing rchwlaffect thedirection andflw rate of.

;g rounidwater infiltrating fromtihe remainificibedrock. P6orions of thee-iý geerin fllfi

o~nthe site (Figure 2A.412-212).ý The existing fill is in co mmunication with SCR and
.due to the low hydraulic conductiit ýof the bedrock, it is expected that
agroundwater iniltrating into the engineered fNillwill migrate throuah the engineeredfill into the existind (ill and then 'eter 5C'R.. wihh littlea to no darundwaterjtransb6t.'
y droeooic groaertiespof he engineered'.
uor berc.nete
thrduah th~~~~1e
tm hro-i:h the ninee
'ýiiitimhe. aroundwater talns'
fiarunknlownattis
fil s conser atfvelv assumned to'be neciligibl61'
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Groundwater Travel Times

is
Groundwater withinithe engineered: fil -conservatively

RCOL2_02.0
4.12-8 SOI

assumedAto be limited toa

niaximrfitnible-v'atin o6f 813.5 ft i Ii (Subsectio'2.4.12.5):ý however, for-Ithe1
purpos of calculation,groundwater velocfity rd travel times for the foltbWIna
be saitrated

patihWavs.Sroundwater elevation witheinthe existina fill is as

4to 820 ft msl. which is abovethieconservativcel asmsued: maximum gourndwater
eleVation of.813.5 ft msl.
Paths #1 and #2

-groundwaiter.etevation within the existingillis assuimed tobesaturated
o1820 ft
maximum arourndwater eleva~tion.
msl. which is :abo0v,bthe conservatively assumed

of 813l.5 ft misl. The•nornad i•4tin6 po•ol elevationh
SCR is775f.ý.msl.
Sfor
&770 ftA:li se o
hýweer. tfie minimum ober6ting-rSCR poo1evatidnof
produce the highest conservative hydraulic gradient.
The swate east ofiUnitf3iwas filledwitithte excavation debris from Unts 1 and 2
ttius
tiscsidere~d to be a haohazard imn-6ange offcla to b6(A6r~z materIa
withisome debris qe6resit.
'I" wal enortho tbnit4aapive us tofhavebnQ4 d
cin.•
iea irefmehicual manner to subpiuldin
ndafi6ns.
CO Streisn
t honrwale fills arenot available, bisas u
o rties arpesuficientle different to allow -the consaerv ave s of thei divdual
othwaym
analdscrisbsedown the
hydrauliccondaiCtivitisi theagroundatera
following'.
* evidene from

wnithinthetlndfiveas
e

isaobservtfions

l6xiting fill'mateials

there is no connection between the two filled areas

" the ýaboearancei of differenfolade'ment methods and dates of the swale fill
,materials.,
For he roudwaer
eloityandtrael ime assessment describe belWow, th-e
hydrau~lic conductiit (kh) for Path #1. measurd fro6m observatfio 6w-ell RW-1
recovery test (3.50 x 1 c/s.represents the hydraulic conductivity measured
in the existing fill east of Unit.3. TheKh for Path #2. maeasured froni monitobring
'well MW-1219ga sluga testing..(5-.00 xIio4cm/). -represents the -hydrauIicg~
As stated n Subsectfon 12.A.12:2.4. teaonwtrpeeti

h

xsigfl

appears to be in communication with SCR. Therefore. it is assumed that any
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agrou ndwatervinfiltrating into the.existina fill &6from the engineered fill.seepage from

,the u,nde'rlyn bedrock.o frosuac

rcitto 'nltaion will

faly drai

aloi6 the bedrock surface below the existin fill unti'it •reaches theeqguivalent

elevation of SCR whiile the existing fill abv h

ooblvtono

O

ssbetiailly

*of ;the rorid5water floww~ithin `the e•xist]`iriifl is ;difficult to quantify !itis •assumed
for consdrvatism'that thb engineered 'filljis saturated to a maximum groundtWaier,

elevation of 820 ft msl an~d has a lineaf ~hydraulic gradint to the neairest shoreline
odf SCR.L This assumption produces the steeoest hdraulic gradient and fastest
trans'oort time through the existing fill.
T"he expected actual .qroundwater,flow in the saturated portion of the existing fill
SCR will be dependentonithie oq5peratirng eievation.
6eiowitle
surýf ce ejelevati6n cf&
o0fsCRk. The6SCR normbl o6o1 elvation is 7756f mSl with aMinimumpool.

elvaio of 770'f.ml When the,ý9CRpole~ain
St

eexisting f

iig sufc wae is

ausing a

e in

,groundwater elevation. Conbversely. When the 5CRooo elvaiion is falling, the
the eisfihgOfil will discharge into CR ca:sirithie gr6ud .ater.
fro .roundwater

-elevation within the existingjfll to lower. During static poolr conditions, it isxpected that slight dischargesJfrom..the existing fill n1',SCR will occur due to

bt , fill, seeoaae frm the underly'ing bedrock. or from
re rcharge from the engineered
sufae recipitatin infitration. Rechreit h xsigfilfotds ~~
suioosreadnth
fs:'exoected to be tminor in volume. Consteuenitl.th
'conserative :qroundwate hydraulic gradient method described in-the reDvious
release oit to the..
oce-faster travel times frm
ýgpa .ragraph would Ith
of the existin
ij"ori of•iCascma redtiwflusg
For groundwater Path #1 'Figure 2.4.12-21 ). it isassumed that a. release from
!the U•nit 3 BAT wouidinstantaneously travel out of the Unit 3 A/B into the

engineered fill s~urrounding the ,A/Band RIB.- For6 i6wsatism. it is assumedthat
,this 1release would trvla
lgwtotayciuir ithin the groundwagte.-ý
Present in the engineeed :fill.+ItwbId then• rtrial th'rur'h th -d Ieiined 'fill"fbfthe
e clss e•aineeredexisting
Uhit,-3R/B and A/B 'and teý' ipingq trcnc t
ithe east of the Unit 3 turbine building '(Figure 2.412-212•.
fill inte•face, locatedto

Since the hydraulic prop erfies for the engineeredfill have not yet been
de4termined, it is assu'rred thatthe transport timeltlhe fill interface will be

negligible and no retardation'&o dilution of the released Unit 3 BAT contents isý
credited. At the assumed"6661t6of rel6ease. the released Unit 3 BAT con'tents will.
enter'thie existin•g fill east ofitor 3.; The geometyI and ptorerties of the existing
fill/enineered fill 4contact are ,resentlv unknown:-.+therefore6. for conservatism. it is
assumed the -contact willnot reta"rd any'.roundwateror-radi6onuclide flow fromth e
engineer d' fiiint6 thi•e exitihg"fiii. TýThe releaised .Unit 3 BAT conte6inits"iI then

,trav.el %
600Oft thr-ough the ex'isting fill to, the closest shoreline loaio666C.

h

'traveliiime from the release point to SCR via the existing fileast of Urit'3 is
,conservatively estimatedra' 145rdays.

ees rir
,F6r aroundWater Path # Fgr .1224.i sasmdta
bte Unit 4,BAT would isatnosytaeloto h Ui ABl ittheý
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,engineered fill surroundinl the A/BanMd R/B. F6rc&6onMseratism, itis assumred th•t

COL2-02.0

4.1.2-8 S01
e
uhd
with
witotaii i
this'release would travel !6as a s
-present in the engineered:fill. ItWould then travelkthr6ouh t4H enineered-fllfofpthel,
.Unit 4 R/Band A/B and"thejESW oipina r6nc i6 theendineered/existing fOil

interface lcated to the nortti of the CMPNPP nit 4 between the -UHS ba~sins.ý
Although this

is the existing
not theclosst existing fil/engineered fill ontact, itfis

he exidtnii.fiL'S9nc the hvdraulic
kjitelthrough
6o
ýhave- the shorlgsif.diiitanc
en-gineer6edfil•ihave not vet been detnermihed, it is assumed the
rorertiesfor~rthe

transport tmtothe flill nterfae will be negligible and no retardation or dilution off
the released Unit 4 BAT contents isIcredited. At the assumed point of release. the

ýreleased Uý4`t4 BAT contentswill enter-the existing fill north of Unit-4. Theý
Unknown%therefore, for conservatism,.,itis assumed the coniact will not retard any

run atrrrdoucib~de 'flow from the engineered:' i ino'the existing fill. The:
fill to theý
ireleased Unit 4 BýAT contents will then'travel 350 ft th-roughtithe existing
point toSCR.
.closestshoreline locat6ionon6SCR. The travel time from the release

ývia the e'xi~ing hill nort of Unit 4:is ~conservatively estimyated~at :346das

Pa~th #3
~toensit6
groundw atertfrAVel timesth•outh
tithe under•tvina bdrcknjn
tot T. ,w
Mount.in Formation (Pýath3). the effective porosity of.the Glen Rose limesthn
(0.119 from Subsectio,n 2..1..51)iAue ais conservative estimate. As
unkwn.
evels withinR ,heueistngfiar
post-c•nsr6euction gro6ndwater.t
...... dWat.r.el....

io. Withi

ýisonservatively
'onhexist

assumed tobt

eoi6us
nw# a(Figurec2.4.12-215ý. itrisassumerd that an inisa
ForaraouldwaerPath
ould
travel out of othe CP pP units 3 or 4 A/B into the
3ot B-T
reeiase
'R/B. Althouh vert
eroundwatr
en;gindewaredfl surroundiengtheBasnd

onutvtofte lower len Rose Iim

-~n.
a hvnothetical Dgathway. wa

evaluated using a hige hyraulccnutvt 1x1~c/)ta hs
measured during site investigations. For conservatism. itws sued thi
thewenaW•.r
roundwater floW
oathwastwould
,,, ,r allowpdownwrrd
'.. .. advectivei
.
.
,
rn pfromii
l
Cfil6.4.12-21
material!t, suroundinthe toA/b - the Twin Mountains FormationarTHe:treventiei

fromj Units 3 or 4-to the Twin-WMotains Formticn'via the nostu~lated: vertial
in Tal 4
G-roundwater gr~adiets veoctis and trve tie aesum1,marizedjh,6
2.4.12-211.;
r udwae -flow gathways from-6
-Cross-section'sdepictingd the p s- co sru to
C(PNPP Units 3 nd 4 to scfk and theTin Moun6tain~s*Form''ation' a-re 'pre*s'ent'ed-in
,Fiue2.122.241-2.an24122.
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Imoact topresent
nd protetedaroudwater users is,notf icpteasdo
RCOL2? 02;0
4.12-8 .S01
-the excavatio mof..the perce~d, zonesithA-oeadBznsite wr
bock ara-hmemebentr fthe-Gleni Ros FrtonadTe absence
ýof an ate~r wells producin6 from the Glen Rose Formation in the tCPNPP Units 3ý
ate iahway scenarios discused ir ti
and,4 site area. The postul,ated &ond
susetinand further in Subsection 2.,4.13,proiect SCR to be the nearest
pfau6sible arouindwater release lI'oca'8tion to subrface water.-Evaluati~on -of ýthe
accident
e fecs"contaminant release t,ýo iaronv~ate 'from'CPN'P-PnIts 3
Based on"ti. vlain at 1wudb h most
pathway as it has the fastest travel time to SCR..
2.4.12.3.2

onsrvative aroeund'water

Nearby Groundwater Users

While no use of groundwater at the CPNPP site is planned, consideration is given
for the movement of groundwater beneath the site because of pumping.
Potable-use wells at CPNPP are completed in the Twin Mountains Formation, a
confined aquifer below the impermeable Glen Rose Formation. Most domestic
wells in the area are completed in the Twin Mountains Formation (Table
2.4.12-212). The on-site wells completed in the Twin Mountains Formation are not
considered capable of reversing groundwater flow beneath the CPNPP Units 3
and 4 site. There are no domestic or public water supply wells within a 0.5-mi.
radius of the site that are completed in the Glen Rose Formation. (Figure
2.4.12-204). No off-site wells are considered capable of reversing groundwater
flow beneath the site, or vice versa, based on the geographic positions of these
wells (i.e., the distance of the. domestic wells from the power block area and their
completion in the Twin Mountains Formation).
iRCOL2_02.0
4.12-8S01

2.4.12.4

Monitoring or Safeguard Requirements

Accident effects are discussed in Subsection 2.4.13 and the radiation protection
program is discussed in Section 12.5. Additionally, analysis of the relationship of
the CPNPP groundwater to seismicity and the potential for related soil liquefaction
and the potential for undermining of safety-related structures is discussed in
Section 2.5. A groundwater monitoring program will be developed before fuel load
that will include radiological sampling based upon post-construction configuration.
2.4.12.5

Site Characteristics for Subsurface Hydrostatic Loading

According to the Design Control Document (DCD) for the US-APWR, the design
maximum groundwater elevation is 1 ft below plant grade. The CPNPP plant
grade elevation is 822 ft msl; therefore, the design maximum groundwater
elevation is 821 ft msI relative to the current elevation of the Glen Rose Formation,
The Glen Rose Formation is an impermeable limestone that confines the
groundwater in the underlying Twin Mountains Formation aquifer. Not all of the
wells completed in the Glen Rose Formation were sampled; however, the wells
that were sampled and purged, purged dry and water did not return for several
2.4-88
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days to weeks. All deep Glen Rose wells have been reported as "dry" or reported
with less than 1-foot of water. The Twin Mountains Formation is at least 2x•18 ft RCOL2 02.0
2 S'01
S3a2nd4sub-rad
below the
corion
durng
be
requred
not
will
system
a
dewaterina
structures; therefore,
and the installation and operation of a permanent dewanering system is not
4
I!not
planned.
Base

ýh dc

nd low riand

ida

permeabilitf the

Gden RoseFormationjlimestone at the site' and thefact•that tie e1nineer6ed fill
,laced around the CPNP#P Unijjs 3 & 4 reactorand auxilia bUildings will b well

COL2 2.4.

12-09 So1

compacted, it is unlikely that a seismic event would cause a seismicallyinduced
ýionrs (Reference 2.4-2981.1
rise inggroundwater elevat
foer,"zItIIn

a Rd thce m3aru.......

ed-mArkihgxdrnb
Eleský14oct'
i th
i~twae

RCOL2. 02.0
4.12-8 S01

d6Io
YenteFA4Fen_
levtio

to

thzin ,82o4t:iif h

Thecuren siland riock matjeril comoiseing the hvide6logic A-zone

(undifferentiated fill and rea6lith• and!B-~zones (shalw bedrock) discussed •in.
,Subsection 2.4.:2.••4 will be :removed for construction ýof •plantfoundations.

:resoiiltlnaJ6 tHe remhoval of the Perch ed aroundwater~firom "teo oower block ar6a.
Post-construction surfacewater'infiltration to the Glen Rose Formation limeston e
will be reduced with the cnstruction of -surfaice water impodundments and an
imrvd dra'inage ýsystemt-hhr6uahout the CIPNPP Units 3anýd 4 site. The grading

anddrainageiaOlanrandsliacement-of engineered fillmaterialeare designed to
miriinimize surfa •v
ter infjitrati int6 thIi limebstN •on
e
w6hi h the fOunIdati6n will
.be consrticýtbd.
The extent of engineeredtfill glacementfis depicted oniqure 2.4.12-212: This
:figue re,: shows theh
enineered fill •withinh-e OWS piping trech alon' th southern
ill;
t3underlie muh of the soiuthern cu.t bnk. Thein,:i
ioftheilatsitea
boundary

bipinjg trenjch'is shown16bert-ethe wiesternc'ut bank anfd the higher'06o6or ijhicý
.areas to thewest of the, oln ie
inificaint portion of6 (thCWSPilping t6nc
east ofijhe .Unijt 3 tur'bine~buling is also depicted as being in contactwvith th
existing ýfill to the east`,of Uit 3. Due toý its dbw'nrain oto.thexsngfl
wiloroevide a drainage bath 16r the engineered fil.
The C-WS, Piinig tre5nh

are embedded 'to the ano6roimatddepth oifother

subrae
trctuesan ay hrionalsee , age of gý6roudWater aloriabe"ddinig

oliaes.from the south or west will intersect the CWS Pioing trenches' prior to
reaching the engineered fill surrounding the A/B or R/B ardi thenbe transported:
within the engineered fill to the existing fill, The engineered fi-l oroperties:. have not
:been -desgnd. so the nature of the enhgineered/existn fIl coti s nnona
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The Udrauiicc6hduciiviW of the'e.istin• fill east ofUnit 3 has been measured at RCOL2- 02.0
4.12 S01
o6;'pdff~-''
th 4.1-8S•
h"drauic conddct•ivitv
... ......
. 2 The....
losdalt
351-3c/eco.4

,existirj4 fill no~rth of Unit-4 ,has beengmeasured at 5x1 0-4 cm/s~ec or10.6&o/t
The e~astemmost contact su6rface b6etwe

the CWS piping

6i66ch ngineered 'fill

i(Fiqure
nd :theexisn: fill lcated east of Uhitf3. Will be atjleast 5 ft ,wide
2.4.12-2121)and 2ý3 5,f deeo, i(aSsumin -the imaximumý roundwater elevation at
at 790 ft
trench
` fill concrete
o
ýto
of th
Iiin,
813.5nft msl min elevationof the

12 §(2028) located nbar this cntact loctition,
msl). Moitolingwell MW
reporte th to frc lvto t71f s:therefore. this entirecont~aýct'
surface will be•iwthin the eastern engineered-fill, Thissresults in a contactsIurface.
area beteen ihe existingc and-engineered fill]at thatlocation of atleast 8225.ft2 .
-Thiswould 'be.c6hoidered a mihimum contactsurface as excavation and.,
stabiblizationrearerients' for installation •ofthe CWS ,iing would.most•likely
d placement of .fenineered fiI or levelin.
requireadditional excýaatio an6

-concrete.
:Based on the hýydrauicconducivfitV. f the existing fill (74.2 qfd/fta) ocatedeast of
LUiit 3. the drainagbe rae of.theý filyvsaturated.'fill at the ex~ected maxifm.iM
rounidwater levationi (813.54f`ts would be61i0.295 gpd k42-4 gPmh) 'hmrouhtheatthis location.JEven at the minimum hydraulic
existili6hgi nee red•fill co6ntactt
conductivity'(10.6 aodlft ).this would allowa drainage rate ofgaDlroximatelV

8g.n8

pd (6.4po)

;Due:•to the unknown orientation.•size,•and"nrooerties of the contacts betwNeen the'
athwcosds he*fiengineere dfilltandaexistifillfor~iUnitsn anre4. ti6esabsifsis e
drainagerate for only asmwrall ortion 6f the ttal ngifneertd/exeisSrm
tng fillcohntacf
surfaces present The actual drainage ratheis exoected to beesignificant uhildhr
,dueeto additional contact sle rfaes not considered in this, assessment. Giveathe
estimated drainage rates o the existing fill areas, it is nt exoucted that"

reharg ino te suthern or western _soils. draiinage pathwavsj from
Precpittio
the diaentcooingtowr aea.or infiltration from the stormwatear ditches wvill
excee~d the6 potential drainage rate provied by the existing ýfill. However. -for,
cnseratisthe groenldwvate6rfravel time.hand velocity ca',lculations for.tMe
billd
hvill'
i.i:
e
evation
e the roundwateh
w4.12.3)
assume",
existingrofill(Subsection 2
fi
(821
ff
msl)..
ýelevatifo'n
.to a leel of820 ft msl. above'the highest(mos~t conservative) trench drain.

elevation (813ý.5.ft msl) here surface seepage will occur through the'base ofihe_
trench-dfjrai; lim~itig the maximrbum wa.ter ,levebl'with theeniE6neer66ed fl to 8J135 ft
mnsl. Brief m6onding aboveV83.5 ft may. occur duieto shortter Ostbrrmwaer.
accumulation in the drainage trenches. however, the mounding would not E6'exed
,the tank failure analysiselevation (82 ft msl) 6r the DOID mtaximum allowable,
elevation (821 ft hisll.
,Base~d onthis: assessment.it isunlieyta prefertialseeag fro nativesil
o6verling limestone bedroc~k to the ~west and south of Unitsý3!6and 4 would cause a,4
rise in ciroundwater elev'ation within the engineered fill that Would exceed the,
maximum allowed groundwater elevation of L821 ft M~l as' defined by the DOD.'b
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Furtfhermoe, the-existinq-elease s:enarios•described in"Subsectibn 2,4:13
include the most conservativewengineered/existina fillbcontact IocatIonsIThe efore.

4.12-8 Sfg

all
othr enginered/existing flcotact locations would result in lne
arou nMWater travel p athwavsihroul the existinq fill to..R aln ddo n6taffec Vthe

reesulIts of the conservative accident analysis presented*in Subsection 2.'4.3.
Based:on the r~emoval of the smil~overlyinq the, bedrock surroundinathe site.

foundations. and the maximu"m.6undatere6i.eatio within the enýiered 'fill
constrained byVt hesouthern and western trench, drain'to less than 813.5 ft". msl.L

the dsign
aximu arudZter elevaion is exbected to6 be satisfied;
fteGe
Wratrv aneeodr emabl
Based on the documene l~ow'h

Ros&orm~ionlimeton at he ste~nd te fcttht te engineered ilaae
raround theC'PNPP Uit 3. and 4 RiB and&AB will be well-compacted ,"it islunlikely.
that a seismi event would cause-a :seismicallyinduced rise, in aroundwater6

ielevations (Reference 2.4-298j.'
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2.4.13

CP COL 2.4(1)

Accidental Releases of Radioactive Liquid Effluent in Ground and
Surfacewaters

Add the following at the end of the DCD Subsection 2.4.13.
Historical and projected groundwater flow paths were evaluated in Subsection
2.4.12 to characterize groundwater movement from the nuclear island area to a
point of exposure. Figure 2.4.12-203 depicts subsurface conditions that control
the movement of groundwater beneath the CPNPP Unit 3 and 4 site. Based on
groundwater flow directions (Figure 2.4.12-209, Sheets 1, 4, 7, and 10), different
flow paths are applicable from Units 3 and 4 via horizontal groundwater
movement to the nearest surfacewater body (SCR). Subsection 2.4.12 provides
the locations and users of surface water in the CPNPP site area.
A conceptual model of radionuclide transport through groundwater to the nearest
surfacewater body is described below. The conceptual model and alternate
conceptual model developed consider both vertical and horizontal radioactive
liquid effluent transport based upon the post-construction configuration of CPNPP
Units 3 and 4 (see Figures 2.4.12-212 through 2.4.12-214).
2.4.13.1

Identification of Source Term and Soil/Water Distribution of
Liquid Effluent

In performing the evaluation of Postulated Radioactive Releases Due to
Liguid-Containing Tank Failures, the following tanks were considered in
determining which tank would have the highest concentration and the largest
volume of radionuclides:
Holdup Tank - located in the Auxiliary Building (A/B), a Seismic
Category II building.
Waste Holdup Tank - located in the A/B
Boric Acid Evaporator - located in the A/B
Boric Acid Tank - located in the A/B
Volume Control Tank --located in the Reactor Building (R/B).-, a
Seismic Category I Building.Auxiliary Building Sump Tank - located in the A/B
Reactor Building Sump Tank - located in the R/B
Primary Makeup Water Tank - located outside
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Refueling Water Storage Auxiliary Tank - located outside
Chemical Drain Tank - located in the A/B
The Volume Control Tank, the Chemical Drain Tank, and Sump Tanks were
eliminated from consideration based on smaller volumes and lower radionuclide
contents than the Boric Acid Tank (BAT). The Primary Makeup Water Tank was
eliminated from consideration based upon the fact that the Primary Makeup Water
Tank stores demineralized water from the Treatment System. and low level
radioactive condensate water from the Boric Acid Evaporator. Condensate water
contains low levels of radionuclide concentrations. including tritium. Additionally,
the Refueling Water Storage Auxiliary Tank (RWSAT) was eliminated from
consideration because it stores refueling water. Prior to refueling, tank water is
supplied to the refueling cavity where the reactor coolant radionuclide
concentration dilutes with refueling cavity water. Radionuclide concentration of
cavity water is reduced by the purification system of the Chemical and Volume
Control System (CVCS) and the Spent Fuel Pit Cooling and Purification System
(SFPCS) during refueling operations. Upon refueling completion, part of the cavity
water is returned to this tank where the radionuclide concentration is low.
Accordingly. the impact of RWST or Primary Makeup Water Storage Tank failure is
small.
After eliminating the tanks described above, the remaining tanks left to consider
for the failure analysis are those in the A/B, which is a seismic category II Building.
As shown in DCD Figure 1.2-29, these tanks are located on the lowest elevation
of the A/B at elevation 793 ft ms. In selecting the appropriate tank for the failure
analysis, the guidance in Branch Technical Position (BTP) 11-6 was utilized based
upon the concentrations generated from the RATAF Code for Pressurized Water
Reactors. The concentration of the radioactive liquid in the tanks, such as the
Boric Acid Evaporator, the Holdup Tank, and the BAT, are larger than the Waste
Holdup Tank since they receive reactor coolant water extracted from the Reactor
Coolant System. Since the enrichment factor of 50 is considered for the liquid
phase of the Boric Acid Evaporator. the radioactive concentrations in the liquid
phase of the Boric Acid Evaporator, and in the BAT (which receives the enriched
liquid from the Boric Acid Evaporator) becomes large when compared to the other
tanks. The BAT has been selected since its volume is larger than the liquid phase
of the Boric Acid Evaporator. Credit is taken for the removal effect by
demineralizers or other treatment equipment for the liquid radioactive waste prior
to entering the tank. No chelating agents are used in the plant system design in
order to provide chemical control of the reactor-coolant. Only a very small amount
of chelating agents is used in the sampling system for analysis. The sampling
drain, which contains only a small amount of chelating agents is directly sent to
the dedicated chemical drain tank and treated separately. Chemical agents used
in laboratory analysis are also sent to.the chemical drain tank for treatment.
Therefore, neither the chelating agents nor the chemical agents used in the
sampling analysis will have any effect on the transport characteristics of the
source term liquid effluent release analysis.
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The source term concentrations considered for these tanks are identified in DCD
Table 11.2-17, and were calculated using NUREG-0133 and the RATAF Code for
Pressurized Water Reactors. The BAT is located in the northeast (NE) corner of
the A/B (see DCD Figure 12.3-1). The A/B basemat elevation is at approximately
785 ft msl. The BAT elevation is expected to be at 793 ft msl. Ground level at the
site is expected to be at 822 ft msl. The BAT contained the largest concentration
and volume of radionuclides that was closest to the effluent concentration. limits
(ECLs). Isotope concentrations less than 1.0 x 10-3 in fraction of concentration
limits are excluded from the evaluation. Since credit cannot be taken for liquid
retention by unlined building foundations, it is assumed that 80 percent of the
content of the tank is released to the environment, consistent with the guidance in
BTP 11-6, March 2007.
While groundwater functions as the transport media for fugitive radionuclides,
interaction of individual radionuclides with the soil matrix delays their movement.
The solid/liquid distribution coefficient, Kd, is, by definition, an equilibrium constant
that describes the process wherein a species (e.g., a radionuclide) is partitioned
by adsorption between a solid phase (soil) and a liquid phase (groundwater). Soil
properties affecting the distribution coefficient include the texture of soils (sand,
loam, clay, or organic soils), the organic matter content of the soils, pH values, the
soil solution ratio, the solution or pore water concentration, and the presence of
competing cations and complexing agents. Because of its dependence on many
soil properties, the value of the distribution coefficient for a specific radionuclide in
soils can range over several orders of magnitude under different conditions. The
measurement of distribution coefficients of radionuclides within the preferential
groundwater pathways allows further characterization of the rate of movement of
fugitive radionuclides in groundwater.
The site-specific Kd coefficients were selected based upon radionuclides listed in
10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B, Table 2. Three soil borings were chosen for
sampling characteristics. Soil and groundwater samples were collected from
monitoring wells MW-1201 (located southwest of the CPNPP Unit 4 nuclear
island), MW-1208 (located east of the Unit 3 nuclear island), and MW-1219
(located northeast of the Unit 4 nuclear island) (Figure 2.4.12-207). Soil samples
from each monitoring well were collected, based on the availability of recovered
soils, at depths ranging from approximately 18 to 54 feet below ground surface.
Dry wells exhibiting very slow recharge, and the aquifer testing observations wells
were not considered for sampling. Soil boring samples gathered from the two
hydraulically upgradient wells and hydraulically downgradient wells were
submitted to Argonne National Laboratory for analysis of the radionuclides listed
in FSAR Section 2.4.13 based upon the radionuclides listed in 10 CFR Part 20,
Appendix B and those radionuclides that would be expected to exist in the tanks
were considered for the failure analysis. The soil boring samples were submitted
for laboratory analysis of soil distribution characteristics for specific radiological
isotopes (i.e., Co-60, Cs-137, Fe-55, 1-129, Ni-63, Pu-242, Sr-90, Tc-99, U-235).
Results of the Kd analyses are presented in Table 2.4.13-201.
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Since the A/B is where the BAT, the Holdup Tank and the Waste Holdup Tanks are
to be located at Units 3 and 4, appropriate values were evaluated for "nuclides of
interest" (Table 2.4.13-201) based on transport to SCR without retardation or
retention through subsurface media. Thus, using the conservative transport time
analysis, and considering nuclide decay times, those nuclides which could be
expected to challenge 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B, concentration limits were
considered. The BAT was selected as the tank that had the greatest volume and
largest concentration of radionuclides, where credit is taken for removal
equipment and demineralizer beds. The purpose of the Kd analysis was to
estimate the potential migration of accidental releases from the footprint areas of
the proposed new units. The Kd results presented in Table 2.4.13-201 indicate
that the radionuclides would be delayed in their movement through the
groundwater pathway to SCR. The tank failure analysis assumed no distribution of
contaminants (no Kd coefficients used) based upon the site-specific
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Development of Alternate Conceptual Model and Site-Specific
Geological and Hydrogeological Parameters

T-heUtilizing the groundwater pathways described in Subsection 2.4.12.3.1 and
Figures 2.4.12-212 through 2.4.12-215, alternative conceptual models were used
to determine a bounding set of plausible groundwater flow paths by considering
the nearest surface water body, SCR, current groundwater elevations measured
in wells near the proposed power block area, the measured pool elevation of SCR
(gradient to the SCR), horizontal seepage of groundwater along bedding planes
from the south or west, and a conservative pathway from a postulated release
point to SCR.
After exploring alternative transport pathways, two plausible pathways were
determined to bound potential release pathways. Refer to Figure 2.4.13-212 and
associated cross section Figures 2.4.12-213 and 2.4.12-214 for the horizontal
release pathways. The vertical release pathway is implausible and improbable
based upon site-specific hydrogeology discussed in Subsection 2.4.12Z however,
a hypothetical release of a small volume of BAT source term contamination is
evaluated V•crt"al -- l"a..
pathways arc climinate-d from con;o.idoration a&4ieC"eSed in Subsection 2.4.13.4. The vertical release pathway is shown in Figure
2.4.12-215. Alternate horizontal groundwater pathways from each unit moving
south or west from the BAT A/B location were eliminated from consideration as
this movement would be away from SCR and would not be consistent with the
hydraulic gradients for the area surrounding the CPNPP Units 3 and 4 shown on
Figure 2.4.12-210, Sheets 1 through 4.
CPNPP Units 3 and 4 are to be constructed on the Glen Rose Formation. The
Glen Rose limestone is essentially impermeable, ranging from 217 to 271 ft thick,
and is underlain by the Twin Mountains Formation, which contains the first aquifer
2.4-95
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beneath the site. Figures 2.5.5-202 and 2.5.5-203 provides a generalized cross
section of the pre-construction site conditions. Figures 2.4.12-213 and 2.4.12-214
show the post-construction pathway cross-sections for the shortest distance
releases to SCR via horizontal groundwater pathways. The groundwater flow
IRCOL2 02.0
pathways were developed based on groundwater measured in monitoring wells in 4.13-05, 06,
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the CPNPP Unit 3 and 4 plant area and measured elevations in SCR. Wells were
installed across the site in zones to define the groundwater bearing capabilities
and properties of the zones, and identify the hydraulic connectivity between the
zones, if any. The well zones are defined as A-Zone (regolith or undifferentiated fill
material), B-Zone (shallow bedrock) and C-Zone (deeper bedrock) and are
described in Subsection 2.4.12.2.4.
The process used to develop alternative conceptual models of groundwater flow
included the following:
Groundwater flow pathways were developed based on groundwater
measured in monitoring wells in the Units 3 and 4 plant area, measured
elevations in SCR, surface topography, and observed water levels over
time.
Groundwater measured in all three zones was considered perched based
on measurements. Groundwater in the A-zone regolith was attributed to
surface water infiltration. Groundwater measured in the undifferentiated fill
near SCR was attributed to SCR.
Groundwater in the B-zone was not continuous across the site
Non-equilibrium conditions and the reported dry wells in the B-zone wells
indicated that the groundwater was perched. Groundwater located in fill
areas near SCR was found to be in communication with SCR.
Negligible groundwater was gauged in the C-zone wells, representing
essentially dry conditions. Consequently, this zone was not considered a
groundwater bearing unit.
Post-construction section configuration of the A/B building, the Ultimate
Heat Sink (UHS) cooling tower structure area and other structures were
used in identifying the bounding set of plausible pathways. In addition to
Figures 2.4.12-213 and 2.4.12-214 horizontal pathway cross sections and
Figure 2.4.12-215 for hypothetical vertical release pathway, the following
site plan views and section plans were utilized in identifying the bounding
set of plausible pathways:
Site Plan View Figure 1.2-1 R;
Power Block at Elevation 793" ft msl Plan View Figure 1.2-2R;
ESW Pipe Tunnel Sectional View A-A' Figure 1.2-202; and
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Ultimate Heat Sinks A and B Sectional Views Figure 1.2-206.
Rainfall infiltration effect on the liquid effluent and plausible release
pathway is also considered based upon post-construction structures and
building configurations. Rainfall infiltration is not considered a contributing
factor affecting the source term release pathway. No dilution effects of
groundwater or rainfall are considered in the liquid effluent release
analysis. Rainfall infiltration effects are discussed in Subsections 2.4.12.3 RCOL2-02.0
4.13-05, 06,
and 2.4.13.3.
-07 S01
2.4.13.3

Potential Effects of Construction on Groundwater Flow Paths

The current soil and rock material comprising the hydrologic A-zone
(undifferentiated fill and regolith), and the B-zone (shallow bedrock) will-be
removed for construction of plant foundations, resulting in the removal of the
perched groundwater from the plant area. Post-construction surface water
infiltration to the Glen Rose Formation limestone will be reduced with the
construction of surface water impoundments and an improved drainage system
throughout the Units 3 and 4 site. The grading and drainage plan and placement
of engineered fill material are designed to preclude surface water buildup near the
plant foundation, reducing the possibility of surface water infiltration into the
limestone on which the foundation will be constructed.
During construction, the undifferentiated fill material and regolith will be removed
in the power block area, and replaced with engineered fill material. A dewatering
system will not be used but rainfall and seepage will be removed during
construction.
In October 2006, a groundwater investigation was initiated as part of the
subsurface study to evaluate hydrogeologic conditions for CPNPP Units 3 and 4.
As part of this groundwater investigation, 47 monitoring wells were installed at 20
locations within the Glen Rose Formation onsite. Due to the variable nature of
groundwater reported at the CPNPP site, the well clusters were installed across
the footprint of CPNPP Units 3 and 4 from west to east of the reactor areas to
define the groundwater bearing capabilities and properties of the zones likely to
be affected, and to identify the hydraulic connectivity between the zones, if any.
Following well development, water levels were measured from November 2006 to
May 2008 to characterize seasonal trends in groundwater levels.
Rainfall data presented was collected from the Opossum Hollow rain gauge
located approximately 3.4-mi southwest of the CPNPP Unit 3 and 4 site.
Hydrographs were developed and are presented in Figure 2.4.12-209. These
hydrographs show that water levels in the deeper Glen Rose Formation (C-zone)
do not fluctuate and remain at a constant level near the base of the well or depict
a steadily increasing water level, indicating that this water is not actual
groundwater. Hydrographs from the shallow bedrock wells (B-zone) show a slow
and steady increase of water levels over time with little to no fluctuations, also
suggesting water levels are related to infiltration from the overlying soils and not
2.4-97
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actual groundwater. Hydrographs from the regolith/fill material wells (A-zone)
indicate some slight fluctuations that may be tied to seasonal rainfall. In some of
the A-zone wells there appears to be a slight increase in water levels that may
correspond to the spring seasons but there is no significant correlation in the Azone wells across the site in response to rainfall.
The water levels in the regolith/fill material and the upper zone of the Glen Rose
Formation (A-zone and B-zone, respectively) were attributed to surface run-off
and were not a true measure of permanent groundwater in the formation.
Groundwater steadily increased from December 2006 to July 2007. Water levels
remained constant or decreased slightly from August 2007 to February 2008.
Nine of the 16 wells completed in Shallow Bedrock (B - Zone) contained no, or
negligible, amounts of water for up to eight months before exhibiting measurable
water (greater than 1 ft). The majority of these wells exhibited a slow to steady
recharge with no indication of reliable equilibrium conditions over the monitoring
period.
Of the 14 groundwater monitoring wells screened in Bedrock (C-Zone), six
contained negligible-te amounts of water over the monitoring period and eight
exhibited a slow to steady recharge with no indication of reliable equilibrium
conditions.
The complete discussion of rainwater infiltration effects is provided in Subsection
2.4.12.3 with additional information regarding stormwater overflows to retention
basins described in Subsection 2.4.12.3.1. Site characteristics for subsurface
hydrostatic loading and effect on groundwater pathways is discussed in
Subsection 2.4.12.5.
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The Grading and Drainage Plan shown on Figure 2.4.2-202 was developed based
upon the effects of local intense precipitation, as discussed in Subsection 2.4.2.3,
and aids in moving precipitation away from structures and buildings considered in
the plausible pathways for the liquid effluent release analysis.
Rainfall infiltration is not considered a contributing factor affecting the source term
release pathway. No dilution effects of groundwater or rainfall are considered in
the liquid effluent release analysis.
2.4.13.4
Vertical Release Pathway
This subsection evaluates two scenarios: (1) eliminating the vertical release
pathway based upon site-specific hydrogeology, which is the most probable and
plausible scenario (Subsection 2.4.13.4.1): and (2) the hypothetical case where a
small volume of the BAT source term contamination is released through the Glen
Rose Formation reaching the Twin Mountains Formation aquifer with ultimate
transport through the aquifer out the CPNPP property boundary to a potential
unrestricted potable water supoly well (Subsection 2.4.13.4.2).
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The hypothetical scenario uses input parameters that are not indicative of sitespecific measured parameters. Usina inout parameters that would allow vertical
miqration to occur, this evaluation is performed to demonstrate the duration
required for this migration Dathway. The BAT source term contamination released
to the environment is chemically tritiated acidic water with some dissolved and undissolved metallic particulate. Similar chemical characteristics have been found at
NRC-licensed decommissionina sites (Haddam Neck. Maine Yankee, Yankee
Rowe, to name a few) in outdoor tanks that had been leaking for many years.
Regardless of the site-specific hydrology or geology, utilizing substantial sampling
and analysis in accordance with NRC guidance, it was observed that similar
chemical constituents readily disperse with existing groundwater nearby the
genesis of the source term contamination leak. Therefore, the BAT source term
contamination is expected to behave similarly to groundwater and readily disperse
within the groundwater. Furthermore, the metallic particulate will actually disperse
within the engineered fill around the BAT cubicle base mat and the primary
contaminates that readily flow with existing groundwater are tritium, strontium and
cesium. This hvyothetical scenario demonstrates the Iona duration (81.53 years)
for the source term contamination to reach a potential unrestricted potable water
supply well. This long duration is beyond the life of the plant with license extension
and it is expected that the contamination would be readily removed prior to
migrating through the Glen Rose Formation. Thus, this hypothetical scenario is
not considered plausible or probable.
2.4.13.4.1
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Vertical Release Pathway Elimination

Both SCR and the CPNPP Units 1 and 2 restricted potable water supplies wells
were considered as receptors. The CPNPP Units 1 and 2 potable water supply
wells are restricted access potable water supply wells completed in the Twin
CTS-01351
Mountains Formation aquifer and approximately 1990 feet south and
downgradient of the CPNPP Unit 3 A/B. The nearest unrestricted potable water
supplies completed in the Glen Rose Formation are approximately 4 miles south
ICTS-01351
of the CPNPP Unit-GP-NP 3 A/B. and the nearest unrestricted potable water
supply wells completed in the Twin Mountains Formation is approximately 1 mi
west of the CPNPP Unit-GP41N-4 4 A/B (FSAR Subsection 2.4.12.3.2 and Figures CTS-01351
2.4.12-204 and 2.4.12-206). The restricted potable water supply wells in Units 1
and 2 (Figure 2.4.1-213) were not considered as possible receptors based upon
the following:
The BAT is at elevation 793 ft msl, while the Auxiliary Building basemat elevation
is at 785 ft msl. Because the Auxiliary Building is a Seismic Category II Building, it
is assumed that a crack will form in the building during a beyond design basis
I RCOL2_02.0
4.13-05, 06,
seismic event or some other physical phenomena, and the radioactive liquid
07 S01
would travel vertically into the surrounding formation. At this basemat elevation of
785 ft msl, the hydrogeologic formation is in the deeper portion of the Glen Rose
Formation, which consists primarily of impermeable limestone. For the release to
reach the Twin Mountains Formation, which is approximately 150 feet below the
Glen Rose Formation, the liquid release would have to travel completely through
the Glen Rose Formation. Vertical migration pathways are considered improbable
2.4-99
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due to the thickness (approximately 150 ft) and extremely low hydraulic
conductivity of the lower Glen Rose limestone:
Packer tests in the power block areas show low hydraulic conductivities
(10-8 to 10-9 cm/sec range, or no water takes) from plant grade elevation
(822 ft msl) to 677 ft msl (Table 2.5.4-206).
Transport of contaminates through formations with hydraulic conductivities
less than 10-6 cm/sec is controlled by diffusion rather than advection
(Reference 2.4-295)
,
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Discrete engineering layers in the Glen Rose formation can be traced in
the subsurface throughout the site and correlated approximately 2000 feet
away in the CPNPP Units 1 and 2 borings and historical excavation
photographs.
*

Known post-construction excavation limits can be correlated with the
stratigraphy exposed in the Glen Rose formation photographs.

A complete discussion of the core borings stratigraphy and CPNPP Units 1 and 2
historical excavation photographs as compared to CPNPP Units 3 and 4 borings
is provided in Subsection 2.5.4.3.1.
The closest CPNPP Units 1 and 2 potable water supply well is approximately 1.25
miles away (Figure 2.4.1-213) from either the CPNPP Unit 3 or Unit 4 A/B (Figure
2.4.12-208). The liquid release would be in the Glen Rose formation, which at the
ICTS-01351
level of the BAT is essentially impermiable to groundwater flow.-Because the
vertical migration pathway was considered implausible, the only plausible release
scenario would involve a horizontal release to SCR. Therefore, the alternate
conceptual models chosen were to transport the liquid radioactive release through
the engineered fill and undifferentiated fill/regolith pathway to SCR (as described
in Subsection 2.4.12.3.1 and shown on Figures 2.4.12-212 through 2.4.12-214).
2.4.13.4.2
Hypothetical Vertical Release
RCOL2_02.0
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Although vertical groundwater movement is considered improbable due to the
thickness and extremely low measured hydraulic conductivity of the lower Glen
Rose Formation limestone (Subsection 2.4.12.3.1.1'), a hypothetical vertical flow
path (Pathway #3 on Figure 2.4.12-216) is assumed with a higher hydraulic
conductivity than that measured during site investigations. For conservatism, it is
assumed this pathway would allow downward advective groundwater flow from
the engineered fill material surrounding the A/B through the limestone Glen Rose
Fnrm~qtinn i dtimqtPIv ri.•nhinn thp Twin Mni ntqinq Fnrmqtinn qnidfp~r
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Path #3 postulates groundwater flow from a BAT release into the engineered fill
surrounding CPNPP Units 3 or 4 A/B, then migrating vertically'through the
underlying limestone bedrock to the upper contact between the Twin Mountain
Formation and the Glen Rose Formation. Due to the higher horizontal hydraulic
conductivity provided by Paths #1 and #2 (Subsection 2.4.13.5), only a portion
(105.6 gallons out of the total 52,800 gallons released in the bounding horizontal
pathway to SCR) of the source term contamination is assumed to migrate
vertically. Discharge of the small vertical volume would be directly to the
groundwater within the Twin Mountain Formation aguifer with a minimum vertical
travel through the Glen Rose Formation to the Twin Mountain Formation of 193
feet. The released source term contamination would then travel within the Twin
Mountain Formation aquifer up-gradient approximately 0.75 miles (3960 ft.) or
down-gradient approximately 2.6 miles (13,728 ft.) until it exits the CPNPP
property boundary where it could be potentially available for use in an unrestricted
potable water supply well.
A hypothetical release is from the subsurface of the A/B entering the engineered
fill Olaced around the R/B and A/B during construction. Geohydrologic properties
of the engineered fill are not known at this time: therefore, transport time and
retardation properties are unknown and considered negligible for this evaluation.
The basis for the conservative assumptions utilized in the hypothetical scenario
follows. The conservative assumptions include:
•

Groundwater elevations were chosen to produce the highest hydraulic
gradients, resulting in the highest groundwater flow velocity through the
Glen Rose limestone.
Groundwater velocities are calculated assuming the engineered fill
surrounding the A/B is fully saturated to 820 ft msl (which is above the
conservatively assumed groundwater elevation of 813.5 msl) to the upper
surface of Twin Mountain Formation (592 ft msl).
Although vertical groundwater movement is considered improbable due to
the thickness and extremely low hydraulic conductivity of the lower Glen
Rose Formation, a hydraulic conductivity of 1 E-06 cm/sec is chosen that
would allow for advective (Darcy's equation) vertical migration. Locally,
the Glen Rose Formation is considered an aquitard which forms an upper
boundary to the Twin Mountain Formation aguifer. Packer tests (Table
2.5.4-206) in the power block areas show low hydraulic conductivities
ranging from E-08 to E-09 cm/sec (or no water takes) from plant grade
elevation (822 ft msl) to 677 ft msl.
Once the source term contamination reaches the Twin Mountain
Formation aguifer after 18.78 years migration through the Glen Rose
Formation, it continues to flow up-gradient for 62.75 years or downgradient for 217.55 years before exiting the CPNPP property boundary
here..
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shorter duration of flow time of 62.75 years up-gradient is conservatively
chosen for the hvyothetical scenario.
•

A straight line flow path through the Glen Rose limestone is considered
most conservative as the actual groundwater pathway is much more
tortuous. Also: transport times would be much longer and hydraulic
conductivities much lower.

*

No dilution by Glen Rose formation groundwater is credited and only
200,000 gallons or 7.571 E08 ml out of the entire Twin Mountain
Formation aquifer (millions of gallons) is credited for diluting the source
term contamination in the groundwater.

The vertical migration through the Glen Rose Formation was assessed using the
Darcy equation for groundwater flow velocity:
Vv_:--KvxIv)

/ 11

Equation 1

Where:
V = vertical aroundwater flow velocity. ft/dav
Kv = vertical hydraulic conductivity, ft/day
1v = vertical hydraulic gradient, unitless
21 = effective porosity (ft/ft), unitless
The vertical hydraulic gradient is calculated by:
=

Eh-EI)f(EP-EII
- EL)

iv--:-:-LEh -- EL)-LLEB

Equation 2

Where:
-Eh =

highest groundwater elevation (perched aquifer), ft above msl

EB = elevation of the reactor building base mat, ft above msl
EL = lowest groundwater elevation (top of Twin Mountain Formation), ft

above msl
Vertical groundwater travel time through the Glen Rose Formation is calculated

T,, = (L, / V,/) / 365.25

Eauation 3

Where:
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Tv = vertical groundwater travel time, years
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Lv = vertical distance, (EB:EELLft
Input parameters to determine time through Glen Rose Formation:
The average effective porosity (ii) of the Glen Rose limestone is estimated
at 11.9% (Subsection 2.4.12.2.5.1).
Vertical distance is from the top of the A/B base mat elevation (EB = 785 ft
msl: Subsection 2.4.13.1) to the contact elevation of the Glen Rose/Twin
Mountains Formations (EL = 592 ft msl: Subsection 2.4.12.1.2).
*

Highest groundwater elevation (EH) (perched aquifer) is 820 ft msl.

*

KV of the Glen Rose limestone is conservatively assumed to be the lowest
hydraulic conductivity where Darcy's equation (advection) is valid for
groundwater transport (1 E-06 cm/sec).

Using the input parameters, the vertical hydraulic gradient (111is calculated to be
1.18. The vertical aroundwater velocity (Vv) through the Glen Rose Formation
limestone is 0.028 ft/day. At this groundwater velocity, it takes approximately
18.78 years to reach the Twin Mountain Formation upper cap. The groundwater
travel time to Twin Mountain Formation is extremely conservative as it assumes a
straight-line path: actual pathways will be long and tortuous and would add to the
time duration.
Travel times through the Twin Mountains aquifer either up-gradient or downgradient is calculated considering the following information:
Groundwater elevation data was obtained from six nearby USGS wells completed
in the Twin Mountain Formation aquifer with recorded water levels in 2010.
including the CPNPP water supply well (USGS well 3240604). Reported
groundwater elevations for the five identified wells and the CPNPP water supply
well are shown in Table 2.4.13-212 (TWDB. 2011a and TWDB, 2011b).
These water levels were plotted to produce a potentiometric surface map of the
Twin Mountain Formation in the vicinity of the CPNPP. Groundwater hydraulic
gradients were calculated based on the distance between USGS wells 3242403
(702.58 ft msl) and 3243805 (394.40 ft msl). These two well locations bound the
CPNPP site and are in the approximate gradient direction of groundwater flow
within the Twin Mountain Formation.
Average hydraulic conductivity (Kh) of the Twin Mountain Formation was reported
as 9 ft/day (Reference 2.4-299). Porosity of the sandstone samples retrieved
during the 2007 CPNPP pre-COL application investigation was reported as
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ranging between 19 to 37% with an average value of 27% (Subsection
2.5.4.2.3.1.3).
Using Darcy's equation and the input parameters below for groundwater flow in a
granular media, the groundwater velocity was calculated to be 0.17 ft/day:
1.

Well 3242403 - 702.58 ft msl

2.

Well 3243805 - 394.40 ft msl

3.

Distance Between Wells - 59460 ft

4.

Hydraulic Gradient - 0.0052 unitless

5.

Hydraulic Conductivity - 9.00 ft/day

6.

Porosity - 0.27 unitless

Grouindwater Travel Time in thA Twin Mountains Formation

Groundwater Travel Time in the Twin

ountains Formation

Nearest Prooerty Boundary
The distance to the nearest property line from the CPNPP is approximately 0.75
miles (3960 ft) southwest (FSAR Figure 2.1-205). This would be the location of the
closest point where unrestricted water well could be drilled in the vicinity of the
CPNPP. Usina an averaae of 365.25 days per year (includina leap vears) a travel
time of approximately 62.75 years is obtained for a release at the Glen Rose/Twin
Mountain Formation contact below the CPNPP to reach the nearest potential
location of an uncontrolled groundwater user.
Although this is the nearest property boundary to the CPNPP Units 3 and 4, this
location is in a hydraulically up-qradient position to a release at the site and any
release from the site would actually travel down-gradient for greater distances to
reach an uncontrolled location: therefore, this is considered a conservative
analysis.
Nearest Down-Gradient Property Boundary
The nearest down-gradient mroperty boundary location is near the SCR dam,
located approximately 2.6 miles (13,728 feet) from Units 3 and 4. Performing an
analysis similar to that used for the closest property boundary, a travel time of
approximately 217.55 years is obtained for a release at the Glen Rose/Twin
Mountain Formation contact below the CPNPP to reach the nearest potential
down-gradient location of an unrestricted groundwater user.
Groundwater Volume within the Transport Pathway
Nearest Propertv Boundarv
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Based upon a 105.6 gallon release of source term contamination from the total
RCOL2_02.0
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52,800 qallon release, which is assessed for the bounding case, a 5 ft x 5 ft
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contamination slug from the Glen Rose Formation is assumed to enter the Twin
Mountain Formation (at either the CPNPP Unit 3 or 4 location) and travel to the
nearest potential location of an unrestricted aroundwater user (southwest property
boundary, 3960 ft) where the groundwater volume within this pathway maintains
this dimension along the Dathway length. Maintaining this slug dimension along
the Twin Mountain aquifer is considered conservative inasmuch as the source
term would actually readily disperse, mix and dilute further in the aquifer. This
volume is based on a Twin Mountain Formation average porosity of 27%.
*

Cross sectional area = 5 ft x 5 ft = 25 ft2

*

Total volume of the transport pathway = 25 ft2 x 3960 ft = 99,000 ft0

*

Groundwater volume (pore space) within the transport Dathway = 99,000
ft_ x 0.27 = 26,730 ft3

*

Convertinq to gallons = 26,730 ft3 x 7.48 qal/ft3 = 199,940.4 gallons

Nearest Down-Gradient Property Boundary
An assumed 5 ft x 5 ft slug enters the Twin Mountain Formation at either the
CPNPP Unit 3 or 4 location, and travels to the nearest potential down-gradient
(east-southeast) location of an unrestricted groundwater user (SCR Dam, 13,728
ft) where the groundwater volume within this pathway maintains this dimension
along the pathway length. This volume is based on a Twin Mountain Formation
average porosity of 27%.
"

Cross sectional area = 5 ft x 5 ft = 25 ft2

°

Total volume of the transport pathway = 25 ft2 x 13,728 ft = 343.200 ft!

•

Groundwater volume (pore space) within the transport pathway = 343,200
ft x 0.27 = 92,664 ft!

"

Converting to gallons = 92,664 ft0 x 7.48 gal/ft3 = 693,136.7 gallons

Concentration of BAT After Travel Time Throuqh Glen Rose Formation Limestone
The radioisotopes from DCD Table 11.2-17 BAT concentrations, whose isotopic
concentrations less than 1.0 x 10-3 in fraction of concentration limits are excluded
from this evaluation are first decayed for 18.75 years, representing straight-line
travel duration through the Glen Rose Formation limestone to the upper cap of the
Twin Mountain Formation aquifer. Table 2.4.13-210 shows the resulting
concentrations after 18.75 years of decay. As shown in Table 2.4.13-210, typical
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isotopes such as tritium, cesium, strontium, cobalt and iron that readily disperse,
mix, travel and are diluted by groundwater, are the few remaining isotopes to
evaluate for the release.

RCOL2_02.0
4.13-05, 06,
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Based upon the ratio of the high horizontal hydraulic conductivity of the existing fill
materials (Path #1: 3.5 E-03 cm/sec: Path #2: 5 E-04 cm/sec: Subsection
2.4.12.3) to the low, conservative, assumed vertical hydraulic conductivity for the
hypothetical case through the Glen Rose Formation (Path #3: 1 E-06 cm/sec), it
can be conservatively concluded that only a fraction of the BAT contents (52,800
gallons) would be released vertically. The majority of the release will travel
,horizontally through the engineered fill that communicates with the existing fill and
ultimately to SCR. The horizontal release discussed in Subsection 2.4.13.5 is
assessed for 100% of the 52,800 gallons of BAT source term contamination since
it is the most probable and plausible pathway with the fastest release time to a
potential unrestricted potable water supply receptor. Since this hypothetical
scenario assumes that advective groundwater transport vertically is possible
through the Glen Rose Formation, the amount of groundwater flow vertically will
be proportional to the percentage (ratio) of the vertical and hydraulic
conductivities. Note that no credit is taken for any dispersion in the engineered fill
as it has not yet been designed.
The percentage of the vertical to horizontal conductivities is calculated by:
%/oKv_-j•__v/Kh) x 100%

Eguation 4

Where:
%Kv= vertical percentage of hydraulic conductivity
Kv = vertical hydraulic conductivity (ft/day)
Kh = horizontal hydraulic conductivity (ft/day)

The fraction of the total BAT released volume which travels vertically is then
calculated by:
VBATv-= VBAT X %K/v

Equation 5

Where:
VBATv =
VBAT =

vertical volume of the BAT release, gal

total BAT release volume, gal

%Kv= vertical percentage of hydraulic conductivity
Determination of Path #1 Vertical Groundwater Volume
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For the percentage of the vertical to horizontal hydraulic conductivities for a Path
#1 BAT release, Equation 4 is modified as follows to determine %Kvl--

x 100%

%oKvl ----.vhl)

Equation 6

Where:
oKv, = path #1 vertical percentage of hydraulic conductivity
Kv= vertical hydraulic conductivity (ft/day)
Eh_

= path #1 horizontal hydraulic conductivity (ft/day)

Khl = 3.5x1 0- cm/s = ((3.5x1 0-3 cm/s) x (86,400 s/day))/30.48 cm/ft)

9.921 ft/day
K, = 1.Ox1 0- cm/s = ((1.Ox10-6 cm/s) x (86,400 s/day))/30.48 cm/ft) =
2.83xl 0-3 ft/dagy
Kv1-.•_•v/Khl) x 100% = (2.83x10-3 ft/day)/(9.921 ft/day) x 100% =
0.03%
__

For the fraction of a Path #1 BAT released volume which travels vertically,
Equation 5 is modified as follows to determine VBATv1:
VBATv1 = MBAT1_X %Kvl

Where:
VBATv1 =
VBAT1 =

%Kv1

vertical volume of the BAT release for Path #1, gal

total Unit 1 BAT release volume, gal

- vertical percentage of hydraulic conductivity (from Equation 6)

VBAT1 =

52,800 gal

%oKv•= 0.03% = 0.0003
VBATv1 = VBAT1
VBATv1 =

X %Kv 1 = 52,800 gal x 0.0003

15.1 gal

Determination of Path #2 Vertical Groundwater Volume
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For the percentage of the vertical to horizontal hydraulic conductivities for a Path
#2 BAT release, Equation 4 is modified as follows to determine %Kv2°/oKv2 -(v/Kh2) X

100%

Where:
%oKv2 = path #2 vertical percentage of hydraulic conductivity
Kv = vertical hydraulic conductivity (ft/day)
path #2 horizontal hydraulic conductivity (ft/day)

iKh2 =

5.0x10-4 cm/s = ((5.Oxl0-4 cm/s) x (86,400 s/day))/30.48 cm/ft) =
1.42 ft/day

iKh2 =

K

1.0x10-6 cm/s = ((1.Ox10-6 cm/s) x (86,400 s/day))/30.48 cm/ft) =

2.83xl 0-3 ft/day
%Kv 2 -_KvLKh 2 ) x 100%

=

(2.83x10-zft/day)/(1.42 ft/day) x 100% = 0.20%

For the fraction of a Path #2 BAT released volume which travels vertically.
Equation 5 is modified as follows to determine VBATv2:
VBATv2 = VBAT2 X %Kv2

Where:
vertical volume of the BAT release for Path #2, gal

VBATv2 =
VBAT2 =

total Unit 2 BAT release volume, gal

%Kv2 = vertical percentage of hydraulic conductivity
VBAT2 =

52,800 gal

/oKv2•= 0.20% = 0.002
VBATv2 = VBAT2 X %Kv. 2 =
VBATv2 =

52,800 gal x 0.002

105.6 gal

Conservatively, this hypothetical analysis utilizes the larger release volume from a
Unit 4 vertical release through the Glen Rose Formation limestone to the upper
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cap of the Twin Mountain Formation. Table 2.4.13-211 provides the following
information:
IIsotopes considered for the hypothetical release pathway from the 18.75
years of decay (Table 2.4.13-210) while traveling through the Glen Rose
Formation limestone.
*

Corresponding ECL for each isotope
Resulting dilution effect from Twin Mountain Formation aquifer
groundwater up-gradient to the CPNPP property boundary, which was
previously discussed as the more conservative shorter duration travel
time.

*

Summation of the concentration of the 105.6 gallons of source term
contamination after an additional 62.75 years of decay (while traveling upgradient in groundwater in Twin Mountain Formation) to the ECL.

The sum of the source term concentration contamination to the ECL after 81.53
years of total travel time or decay time: I Isotope X (ICi/ml) / ECL X (uICi/ml) =
8.24
In this hypothetical scenario, Cs-1 37 is the source term isotopic contaminate
which results in exceeding the ECL. However, and most importantly, the limit
would not actually ever be exceeded for the following reasons:
In order to calculate advective groundwater flow through the Glen Rose
Formation limestone, two orders of magnitude higher (1 E-06 cm/sec)
hydraulic conductivity was used to allow the source term to travel through
the Glen Rose Formation. As discussed previously, packer tests (Table
2.5.4-206) in the power block areas show low hydraulic conductivities
ranging from E-08 to E-09 cm/sec or no water takes) from plant grade
elevation (822 ft msl) to 677 ft msl. Therefore, the site-specific packer
tests showing low hydraulic conductivities support the conclusion in
Subsection 2.4.13.4.1 that the vertical pathway is not plausible or
probable.
The horizontal pathways and the vertical pathways assume that the
engineered fill surrounding the A/B is fully saturated, which readily
provides a conducive pathway for the source term contaminated
groundwater to readily travel through the engineered fill to the existing fill
or the Glen Rose Formation limestone. It is realistic to expect that the
engineered fill will not be fully saturated at all times. Thereby, allowing for
retention, retardation and dispersion in the engineered fill. This supports
the conclusions reached in Subsection 2.4.13.5 for the horizontal release
Pathways #1 and #2. Additionally, the engineered fill will actually readily
filter out the particulates in the source term leaving the remaining isotopes
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that travel similarly to groundwater to mix and disperse with the
surrounding aroundwater.
The chemical characteristics of this source term are similar to the chemical
composition of leaking tanks at other nuclear power plant decommissioned
sites (Haddam Neck, Maine Yankee and Yankee Rowe, to name a few).
Based upon extensive surveys and sampling analysis, the majority of the
radioisotopes readily disperse near the genesis of the leak. The BAT
source term chemical composition, like other leaking tanks at other sites,
consists primarily of acidic tritiated water with some dissolved and undissolved metal particulates. Based upon this composition, this source
term would readily disperse in the surrounding engineered fill with the
metal particulate being retained in the surrounding concrete and
engineered fill after the accident. The predominate radioisotopes that
readily travel with groundwater are strontium, tritium and cesium, and this
is confirmed by a review of the sampling and analysis results from the
decommissioned sites final status survey results and groundwater
monitoring program reports. Therefore, the source term would not exhibit
slug travel behavior through the engineered fill or the Glen Rose
Formation limestone, which is conservatively used in both the vertical and
horizontal pathway evaluations.
Remediation and Restoration
Any NRC-licensed facility would be required under the terms and conditions of
their license to immediately respond and begin remediation activities should an
accident of this magnitude happen. It has been demonstrated that it would take
approximately 81.53 years, using extremely conservative input parameters, to
travel a straight-line pathway through the Glen Rose Formation to the Twin
Mountain Formation aguifer and ultimately off the CPNPP property boundary.
There is sufficient time (18.75 years through the Glen Rose Formation alone) to
remediate and remove the source term prior to entering the upper cap of the Twin
Mountains Formation. Therefore, this hypothetical accident would be fully
remediated well before it enters the Twin Mountain Formation aquifer, and affect
any potential unrestricted potable water supply user.
2.4.13.5

Liquid Effluent Groundwater Release Pathway to SCR and
Summary Analysis Results

Potential groundwater pathways for the transport of contaminants to possible
receptors are discussed in Subsection 2.4.12. These potential groundwater
pathways are evaluated for a postulated release of the source term activity from
the either CPNPP Unit 3 or 4 BAT in this subsection.
After evaluating alternative pathways, the most plausible pathway is groundwater
transport of source term activity horizontally towards the east from CPNPP Unit 3,
or towards the north from CPNPP Unit 4, to SCR surface water where the nearest
receptor is located (Figure 2.4.12-212). The nearest receptor is considered to be
2.4-110
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the Roto-cone gravity flow spillway device located at the south end of SCR (Figure
2.4.13-205). An existing Term Permit with the TCEQ, in accordance with the
Brazos River Authority, CP-20 (Reference 2.4-296), Section 6.4.1, requires a
minimum flow of 1.5 cfs be maintained at the Highway. 144 crossing over Squaw
Creek, which eventually flows into the Brazos River. This requires a constant flow
from the Roto-cone into Squaw Creek, which is verified at least daily by Luminant.
Vertical migration of the source term from a postulated release is evaluated, but
not considered a plausible pathway, for groundwater transport to the Twin
Mountains Formation aquifer (Subsections 2.4.12.3 and 2.4.13.3). Groundwater
transport west and south from either unit are also potential pathways (Subsections
2.4.12.3 and 2.4.13.2), but are not plausible based upon the hydrogeology and
hydraulic gradients that exist pre-construction, and would exist post-construction.
I RCOL2_02.0
The tank failure analysis focuses on the release of the entire 80% of the BAT
4.13-05, 06,
source term from CPNPP Unit 3 because this pathway has the least amount of
07 S01
time through existing fill, least amount of SCR dilution and mixing volume, and the
least amount of transport time to the Roto-cone.
As a result, the tank failure release analysis focuses on the bounding CPNPP Unit
3 pathway where the BAT source term activity could quickly be drawn into the
CPNPP Units 1 and 2 circulating water (CW) intake (short-circuited) and be
discharged closer to the release point, the Roto-cone device.
For the bounding CPNPP Unit 3 pEathway #1 (Figure 2.4.12-212), various cases I RCOL2_02.0
4.13-05, 06,
of CW pump operation (no-flow, half-flow or full-flow) were considered to ensure
07 S01
the most bounding scenario is identified, and the resulting effect on mixing and
dilution of the source term activity concentration (Table 2.4.13-203).
A postulated source term release from CPNPP Unit 4 Pathway #2, as depicted on RCOL2_02.0
4.13-05, 06,
Figure 2.4.12-212 is also considered a plausible groundwater pathway to enter
07 S01
SCR. The Unit 4 pathway is groundwater transport via existing fill where it will
infiltrate into SCR. The source term activity transports via existing fill groundwater
at a velocity of 1.01 ft/day (groundwater velocity) with an overall travel time of 346
days as compared to the Unit 3 pathway, where groundwater velocity is 4.13 ft/day
for a travel time of 145 days (Table 2.4.12-211) over the 600 feet through existing
fill to SCR (Figure 2.4.12-212). Slower travel time through existing fill with similar
characteristics to CPNPP Unit 3 existing fill results in a greater dispersion of
material, and larger water volume dilution effect. As depicted on Figure 2.4.12214, once the source term activity infiltrates at the groundwater interface, it will
slowly diffuse into SCR surface water. As the source term activity diffuses further
into SCR surface water, it will be transported southward with surface water flow.
As depicted on Figures 2.4.12-212 and 2.4.13-206, the influence of the CPNPP
Units 1 and 2 CW pumps affects surface water flow, especially during summer
months with very little inflow into SCR. The source term activity would most likely
become entrained in the CW intake and exit similarly to the CPNPP Unit 3
release. Thus, a larger volume of SCR could be credited for this release.
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Because the ECLs are met for the CPNPP Unit 3 cases of no-flow, full-flow or halfflow of CW pump (Subsection 2.4.13.5.4 through 2.4.13.5.6), the ECLs are also
met for the Unit 4 diffusion case since additional diffusion time and SCR surface
water volume could be credited.
This tank failure analysis concludes that, using the most conservative analysis,
the BAT activity concentration will be sufficiently diluted by a portion of the existing
fill groundwater and further diluted and mixed with SCR water to meet the ECLs
specified in 10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table 2.
The following factors or calculations are utilized in assessing the source term
activity concentrations from a postulated release from either CPNPP Units 3 or 4
to the nearest plausible receptor (Roto-cone):
*

The source term activity for the BAT was calculated using the RATAF code
with 1 percent fuel defect, scaled down to 0.12 percent fuel failure, with
appropriate tank factors applied.

*

The calculated source term activity concentration remaining after 0.4 years
or 145 days of decay is provided in Table 2.4.13-202.

*

Potential groundwater pathways are CPNPP Unit 3 to the east or CPNPP
Unit 4 to the north (Figure 2.4.12-212).
Groundwater velocity travel time (Table 2.4.12-211).

*

Volume of groundwater available for source term activity dilution.

*

Volume of SCR surface water available for source term activity dilution.

*

Mixing rate in SCR based upon half-flow or full-flow CW pumps.

*

Diffusion in SCR-with no-flow CW pumps operating.

In developing the most conservative scenarios, the following are not factored into
the analysis. If factored into the analysis, these would provide much lower
I RCOL2_02.0
4.13-05, 06,
concentrations at the receptor:
07 S01
RCOL2_02.0
The source term chemical composition is acidic tritiated water with both
4.13-05, 06,
dissolved and un-dissolved metal particulates. Based upon this
07 S01
composition, this source term would readily disperse and be retained in
the surrounding engineered fill with the metal particulate being retained in
the surrounding concrete and engineered fill. Therefore, the assumption
regarding slug transport migration through both the engineered and
existina fill is verv conservative.

No credit is taken for travel time through the engineered fill into the overall
groundwater transport time. This is conservative because travel time
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increases and allows for additional decay time, dilution, retardation and
retention, thereby further reducing the source term activity concentration
prior to reaching SCR.
*

No credit is taken for retardation, retention or dilution in the engineered fill.
This is conservative as these effects would further reduce the source term
activity concentration.
The engineered fill surrounding the ESW tunnel in communication with the
existing fill on the east side of the ESW tunnel as depicted on Figures
2.4.12-213 (CPNPP Unit 3 pathway) and 2.4.12-214 (CPNPP Unit 4
pathway) is completely saturated. This is conservative because it allows
for the source term activity as a slug to be transported to the existing fill
where it subsequently infiltrates into SCR. The engineered fill will not likely
be in complete communication with the existing fill and it will not likely be
completely saturated at all times allowing for retention, retardation and
dilution.
For the case of both Units 1 and 2 operating, or either unit operating, the
only SCR water credited for dilution or mixing is the Units 1 and 2 CW
pump volume of either 2 million or 1 million gallons per minute,
respectively. This is extremely conservative because a considerably
larqer volume of SCR water could be credited for dilution purposes
(Figures 2.4.13-205 and 2.4.13-206 and Subsection 2.4.13.5.6). As
shown on Figures 2.4.13-205 and 2.4.13-206, water dilution from the CW
discharge to the Roto-Cone device would further dilute and mix the source
term concentration prior to exiting via the Roto-Cone device.
Only a portion (25 percent) of the total available groundwater is assumed
to be available for dilution. This is conservative because a considerable
amount of groundwater (approximately 9.98E06 gal) can be found in the
existing fill that communicates with SCR. As discussed previously, the
chemical composition of the source term contamination is acidic tritiated
water with dissolved and un-dissolved metal particulates, and will travel
readily with the groundwater first in the engineered fill and then through
the existing fill. The source term would readily mix, disperse, and migrate
with aroundwater in the existing fill.

Monitoring wells in the existing fill indicate steady groundwater guantities with
changes attributed to elevation rise and fall in SCR or rainwater infiltration. The
hydraulic gradient in the existing fill remains steady as discussed in Subsection
2.4.12.3. Based upon the steady state groundwater quantity in the existing fill, it is
reasonable and conservative to use only a portion of groundwater in the existing
fill to dilute the source term contamination, especially considering that no credit is
taken for the dilution, retention and retardation effect of the engineered fill.
Further, it is assumed that the source term is traveling as a slug through the
existing fill when in reality it would readily disperse and be retained first in the
enaineered fill and then in the existino fill. Further. there is no motive force to allow
2.4-113
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for the infiltration of the existing fill aroundwater into SCR except when there is an
elevation change in SCR. Therefore, using a portion of a steady-state quantity of
the existing fill groundwater is considered conservative when a much larger
quantity of the groundwater could be credited (Subsections 2.4.12.3 and
2.4.13.5.4). Smaller percentages of the existing fill groundwater could be credited
in the calculation. However, based upon the chemical composition of the source
term contamination, it is reasonable to expect the contamination to readily
disperse, dilute, and migrate with the groundwater. Further, even if no existing fill
groundwater is assumed to dilute the source term. there is a considerably larger
quantity of SCR water that could be credited at the CW pumps inlet and discharge
toward the Roto-Cone device (estimated 3.66E09 gallons: Subsection 2.4.13.5.6)
that would reduce the source term contamination below the ECLs prior to exiting
the Roto-Cone device. SCR water volume credited for dilution was the volume at
the CW pumps (2E06 gallons) with both units in operation to provide the greatest
driving force to the Roto-Cone device. Two million gallons at the CW pump intake
represents only 0.055% out of total available 3.66E09 gallons. Therefore, even if
no credit is taken for existing fill aroundwater dilution, there still exists significant
available water quantities in SCR (not credited in the calculation) at the inlet and
discharge to the OW pumps that would reduce the source term contamination
below the ECLs prior to exiting the Roto-Cone device.
The following subsection describes the bounding CPNPP Unit 3 pathway scenario
to the nearest receptor (Roto-cone gravity drain device).
2.4.13.5.1

Bounding CPNPP Unit 3 Pathway Scenario

'A postulated release from CPNPP Unit 3 is the most conservative scenario. It is
assumed that a physical phenomenon occurs causing the BAT to rupture and its
contents spill to the floor or sides of the A/B (El. 785 ft, which is adjacent to the
engineered fill outside the A/B). The tank is assumed to be 80 percent full in
accordance with BTP 11-6. The bottom of the BAT cubicle is at El. 793 ft. As
shown on Figure 2.4.13-201, the engineered fill is just outside of the BAT cubicle
area in the A/B and around the R/B. Since the engineered fill has not been
specified at this time, it is also assumed that the source term moves as a slug
volume through the groundwater in the fully saturated engineered fill. This is very
conservative because it is highly unlikely that the engineered fill would be fully
saturated throughout the travel pathway. Additionally, travel through the saturated
engineered fill increases travel time, and allows for dispersion and retardation that
is not credited in the analysis.
The engineered fill surrounding the ESW tunnel is in contact with the existing fill
on the east side of the ESW tunnel as depicted on Figure 2.4.12-213. As depicted
on Figures 2.4.12-213 and 2.4.13-201, a stormwater retention pond is located
east of Unit 3 that has an overflow elevation of approximately 810 ft msl,and a
bottom elevation of approximately 800 ft msl. Groundwater elevations within the
existing fill will be approximately equal to the surface elevation of SCR. For the
purpose of the existing fill groundwater calculation, an SCR minimum operating
elevation of 770 ft msl was used. The bottom of the stormwater retention pond is
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located within the existing fill east of CPNPP Unit 3, and is approximately 30 feet
above the groundwater surface within the existing fill. Therefore, the presence of
the stormwater retention pond will not affect the existing fill groundwater volume,
nor intercept groundwater impacted by the postulated release from CPNPP Unit 3.
Although not expected, recharge from the stormwater retention pond would serve
to produce a shallower groundwater gradient, thereby producing a slower
groundwater velocity and travel time for the postulated release and a less
conservative analysis of groundwater transport from CPNPP Unit 3. The existing
fill is in communication with the SCR surface water.
Based upon site-specific hydrogeological data, the groundwater travel time
through the existing fill is 145 days. Groundwater velocity within the existing fill
material is based on (Table 2.4.12-211):
*

The engineered fill surrounding the ESW pipe tunnel is saturated to a
maximum groundwater elevation of Elevation High (Eh) = 820 ft msl.
SCR operating low range is used for volume calculations (before makeup
from Lake Granbury) elevation (EI) = 770 ft msl.
Distance to SCR (LG) from the ESW and groundwater interface = 600 ft.

*

Groundwater hydraulic gradient (Eh-EI) / LG = 0.0833 ft/ft.

*

Hydraulic Conductivity (Kh) of the existing fill material = 3.50E-03 cm/sec =
1.15E-04 ft/sec = 9.92 ft/day.

*

Effective Porosity (Qe) = 0.2.

*

Velocity (V) of groundwater through existing fill = (Kh (Eh-EI) / LG ) / ne =
4.13 ft/day.

*

Groundwater travel time (T) T = LG / V - 0.4 years or 145 days.

Table 2.4.13-202 shows the source term activity concentration remaining after 145
days of decay from the initial activity concentrations in DCD Table 11.2-17. As
shown in Table 2.4.13-202, some of the isotopes are at or below the ECLs.
Therefore, any dilution will reduce these concentrations well below the ECLs.
From Table 2.4.13-202, the primary radioisotopes of consideration are H-3, Fe-55,
Co-58, Co-60, Sr-90, Cs-1 34, and Cs-1 37, which are typically the primary
radioisotopes contributing to groundwater contamination.
2.4.13.5.2

Modeling Equations Used in the Tank Failure Analysis

Figure 2.4.13-202 diagram depicts the simple process equations used in modeling
the source term activity flow, dilution effects and mixing once the source term
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activity infiltrates into SCR from the groundwater. The governing differential
equations for the time-dependent activity in each compartment are the following:
dAA
dt

- SA + FCWB[AB(t)]

dAB
d
dt

-

-

(X + FenvA + [FCW,A- FenvA])[AA(t)]

(X + FCWB)[AB(t)] + ([FCW,A - FenvA])[AA(t)]

Eq. 1

Eq. 2

Where:
Fcwj = Normalized circulation water flow for Units 1 and 2 for compartment 1"T
[1/hr], defined as Fcw,i = FcwNi
Fcwi = Circulation water flow for Units 1 and 2 [gallon/h]
Fenv, i = Normalized flow to the environment for compartment "i" [i/hr], defined
as Fenvi = Fenv/Vi
Fenv = Flow to the environment [1/hr],
X = Decay coefficient [1/hr],
SA = Constant source for compartment A [pCi/hr], and
Ai = Activity in compartment 'i" [pCi].
The following assumptions are included in this model:
*

The source term activity infiltration rate into SCR is assumed to be
constant.

*

The flow to the environment is negligible (conservative for concentration
calculations because it retains all of the activity in SCR).

*

Only long-lived isotopes are considered; therefore, radioactive decay is
neglected prior to the source term being completely infiltrated into SCR.

*

SCR is at constant level (no significant changes in volume due to
rainwater or other water sources being added provides conservatism
because it retains the activity in SCR).
Following the release of all the source term, the concentration decreases
with time due to mixing with the large SCR bulk volume available for
dilution (1.73E1 0 based upon the CW discharge volume plus the
recirculation volume in SCR).
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Using these assumptions, the equations simplify to:
dAA

=

Eq. 3

SA- (FCw'A)[AA(t)]

dAB
dt

-

FCWA[AA(t)]

Eq. 4

The SCR mixing volume (Volume "SCRA") while the source is being added
becomes:

)e-

AA(t) = AA(t =

+ SA

--e-Fcw,A

I

Eq. 5

Because the activity is deposited in the SCR bulk volume, the source is assumed
to be constantly added to the volume over the release period. No activity from the
tank is assumed to be present in SCR prior to the event; therefore, the final
equation during the release phase becomes:
AA

IEq.. 6

=SA~l 1- e-(FcwA)tE

A=SA

FCW,A

j

Based on the above simplified equation, as time progresses, the equilibrium
concentration simplifies to:
AAeq

=

FSA
FCW,A

Eq. 7

Because:
Iimt_.-(1 -e-(FcwA)t)

= 1

Eq. 8

Therefore, to calculate the maximum concentration this model Equation is used.
Note that this conservatively assumes that equilibrium is achieved prior to the
source being depleted.
The equilibrium concentration in compartment A can then easily be determined
by:

CA,eq

-

SOWA

AAe1
VA
VA)

C

SA

I-Fcw

Eq. 9

A)
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2.4.13.5.3

Infiltration Area of Existing Fill Groundwater and Effect on
Volumetric Flow Rate into SCR

As shown on Figure 2.4.12-213, the source term travel through the existing fill
initially is at a higher elevation than the existing fill adiacent to the SCR
embankment, thus producing the hydraulic gradient (Subsection 2.4.12.3). Once
the source term reaches the groundwater in the existing fill that forms the
embankment and infiltration point to SCR, the only motive force of infiltration to
SCR is a change in SCR elevation.
Due to the hydrFetatic pressure head of SCR pushing against the existing fill
surface area (Figure 2.4.12-213), where the groundwater in the existing fill
communicates with SCR, it is realistically expected that the groundwater
infiltration rate is much, much slower. GeIWidwateFThe motive force for
groundwater infiltration into SCR from existing fill would moct likcly occur at timcwhen SCR hydrstatic prcssu.. is decrcasing due to a chang.c in.l..A
or a
con.d,•oablo tomporatu.o chIngois due to elevation changes in SCR. However,
to determine the actual flow infiltration to SCR would require another model and
more data acquisition. As a result, the flow into SCR from the existing fill is
assumed to occur at the groundwater volumetric flow rate through the existing fill.
This is conservative because the groundwater flow rate through the existing fill
does not have enough d4-iAgmotive force to infiltrate at this rate '"i ......
"
to tho hydrostatic hood of SCRwith little fluctuation in SCR elevation. A discussion
on the effect of a smaller infiltration surface area and its effect on infiltration rate
and dilution in SCR follows.
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The existing fill material is an irregular surface. However, the cross sections
(Figure 2.4.13-203 and 2.4.13-204) reveal that it is roughly equivalent to one-half
of a reposed conical shape with an elliptical base. Therefore, the fill volume below
770 ft msl was conservatively calculated as one-half the volume of an ellipticalbased cone with basal surface area twice that of the calculated infiltration area
from cross section 3c and a length equivalent to the distance of the farthest
existing fill base at 770 ft msl (Figure 2.4.13-203). This results in a total fill volume
below 770 ft msl of 6,671,033.8 cu. ft. and a total infiltration surface area of
34,854.49 sq. ft. Elevation 770 ft msl is conservatively chosen as SCR surface
water level, which is the lower end of the normal SCR operating range, and
provides the least amount of dilution volume and 4"ydFe"tate"pressure head for the RCOL2_02.0
4.13-05, 06,
analysis.
07 SO1

Multiplying the total fill volume and infiltration area by the effective porosity of 0.2
yields a groundwater volume of approximately 9.98 million gallons and an
effective infiltration surface area of approximately 6970.9 ft2 . This is also a
conservative assumption because the slug of source term activity would have to
RCOL2_02.0
have di.p..s.d acroes this
.ntirc
a.rca fo this to scurreadily dispersed across
4.13-05,
06,
the entire area since the chemical characteristics of the source term are tritiated
07 S01
acidic water with metallic particulates. The infiltration flow rate of groundwater into
SCR is given by:
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FGW - flow rate of contaminated groundwater to SCR
AGW - Area of existing fill groundwater contribution
VGW - Velocity of groundwater in existing fill
FGW = AGW

*

VGW =

6970.9 ft 2 * 4.13 ft/day = 28,789.8 ft3/day or 149.7 gpm

Using the volumetric flow rate of 149.7 gpm as the infiltration rate into SCR is
extremely conservative inasmuch as this was based upon the entire half-elliptical
cone surface infiltration area of 6970.9 ft 2, which would have required the source
term activity to disperse and dilute throughout the existing fill for this to occur.
Using this volumetric flow rate is also conservative because the SOR hydrStatic
head is m.u.h grcatcr
...
ulting in ... y little "cu' infiltration into SCRthe only
motive force for the existing fill aroundwater infiltration into SCR is SCR elevation
changes.
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The source term activity, however, is assumed to move as a slug through the
existing fill where it would not readily disperse over the entire surface area of the
half elliptical cone base. Ifonly the effective surface area of the BAT is considered
as infiltration area, the resulting infiltration rate is much slower and longer time to
flow into SCR.
Tho cu..fac. a.a for- The BAT-....e.-be.pe, DCD general arrangement drawing
is shown in Figure 1.2-29 that
.
hows a BAT diamete. of appa•,imatcly 10.f..t
Actual dimensions of the BAT have not been designated; however, using an
approximate 19 foot diameter tank top or bottom is a close approximation of actual
dimensions of the top or bottom of the BAT. Thus, the surface area is Trd 2 /4 =
283.5 ft2 , and can be used to demonstrate the slug surface area form traveling in
the existing fill groundwater from the engineered fill. It should be noted that this is
an extremely conservative assumption due to the chemical characteristic of the
source term being primarily acidic tritiated water with metallic particulate and
would readily disperse into the existing groundwater. However, using the slug
surface area of the BAT as an approximate slug form, the groundwater flow rate of
the slug source term into SCR can be estimated from the following:

CTS-01351

RCOL2_02.0
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FGW = AGW * VGW = 283.5 ft2 * 4.13 ft/day = 1179.1 ft 3/day or 6.12 gpm

The source term slug flow rate into SCR is 24 times slower than the half-elliptical
cone infiltration rate of 149.7 gpm where the source term is dispersed across the
entire existing fill surface area. In either case, actual infiltration rate of
qroundwater into SCR is much slower and predicated upon SCR elevation
changes occurring. Since SCR elevation levels are fairly constant, actual
infiltration rates of contaminated groundwater from the source term are extremely
slow.
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This demonstrates that actual infiltration into SCR is slow and would allow for
considerable mixino of SCR water with a oortion of the source term becomina
4.
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actually providing a much greater dilution volume.with thc timc it takecs a sm31acr

surfaee

aroa Of zourcc_ term Actiit mixed wYith tho grou~dwa;tor to flowint SCR,
a peotien of tho activity w~ill combinc With the rccirculIating watcr flow back to the
,intakc through SCR- providing a m.uch grcator dilution; ;el.mc.
'
It also
demonstrates that choosing a high volumetric flow rate as the infiltration rate into
SCR is very conservative because this infiltration rate would be indicative of the
source term activity dispersing, mixing and diluting with the entire half elliptical
cone surface area groundwater. Finally, using the higher infiltration rate of 149.7
gpm is very conservative considering that the actual infiltration rate into SCR is
CR aRd the.. RCOL2_02.0
.
much, much slower due to thc hydrostatic head diff,4 rc.. bctwccn
4.13-05, 06,
eX s"Rg4filsmall SCR elevation changes.
07 S01
Dilution Effect of the Existing Fill Groundwater

2.4.13.5.4

Because a dispersion model with additional groundwater and soil data would need
to be taken to predict the dilution, retardation and retention effects of the existing
fill groundwater, only 25 percent of the total amount available is conservatively
RCOL2_02.0
to•c. dit 25 pc...nt o thc
.as .nablc
credited in the tank failure analysis. It is.
4.13-05, 06,
emxisng fill grounuw ater becaus theu suurc teF aei
uvity Has beeR ees~tv
07 S01
assuimod to be mRGOvingaS a slug throghOI the enginccrcd fill boforo it Fccc h
Fctardatrio,rc.tction or di-pc--,-n.
exIstiRg fill with Rno crdit takcR for dilution,
With aRd
,.
Oncc thc sou... tcrm activity rcac.hcs the existing fill, it wl dp;, ....
.ndwat.."As discussed in Subsection
be dilutod by s.mc of the ,xicfig fill g..
the cxiSting fill a.nd
t
2.4.13.5.3, duc to the hydo•static head diffc4;rc
foill goundwatcr
the
cxsting
time
in
stay
SR, ... r.. is a cO.....ably o n.gc,

beforo it would infiftratc into 5CIR, thus allowing for grcateO dilutionR, rctardation
and dispcrsen of ourc.. tc.. acti..ty.the only real motive force for infiltration into
SCR occurs when there is a change in SCR elevation or precipitation, resulting in
areater dilution, retardation and disoersion of the source term activity with the
existing fill groundwater. The dilution effect of crediting various quantities of
existing fill groundwater is provided in Table 2.4.13-204.
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Using the concentration of each radioisotope from the effects of just 25 percent
dilution from the existing fill groundwater gives the source term activity
concentration into SCR for the conservatively larger infiltration area rate of 149.7
gpm (Table 2.4.13-205).
When it is realistically assumed that some (25 percent) groundwater dilution,
retardation and retention occurs, the total activity takes 16666.67 min (277.78 hrs
or 11.6 days) to infiltrate into SCR. This conservative infiltration rate for
groundwater infiltration over the one-half elliptical shape shows that the infiltration
is not instantaneous, that there is some expected retardation and retention by the
existing fill groundwater, and that over the 11.6 days to completely infiltrate into
SCR, a portion of the activity would be combined with the recirculation flow back
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to the CW intake; thus, a larger SCR water volume could be credited for the
recirculation flow (Figure 2.4.13-206).
2.4.13.5.5

Effects of Circulating Water Pump Operation on Mixing and
Dilution

Based upon the simplified Equation 9 in Subsection 2.4.13.5.2, the small dilution
effect of Units 1 and 2 CW pumps at maximum capacity (2.0E06 gpm) or one
Unit's CW pumps operating at maximum capacity (1.0E06 gpm) reduces the
source term activity below the ECLs (Table 2.4.13-206).
The 25 percent dilution effect of the total available existing fill groundwater, with
the higher infiltration rate into SCR (149.7 gpm), mixing with the CW intake at
2.0E06 gpm or 1.0E06 gpm, demonstrates that the ECLs are met. The
Summation (-) of the total activity concentration as a ratio of the ECL < 1.0 is
shown in Table 2.4.13-207 for the 149.7 gpm infiltration flow rate into SCR from
existing fill groundwater for maximum CW pump operation (2.0E06 gpm).
Where:
- (Concentration Nuclide / ECL Nuclide) < 1.0
(Concentration Nuclide / ECL Nuclide) = 3.2E-01 at the 149.7 gpm infiltration
rate is well below 1.0 for all CW pumps operating at 2.0E06 gpm.
For the case of half-flow CW pumps operating at maximum capacity (1.0E06
gpm), the ratio of activity concentration to the ECL is provided in Table 2.4.13-208.
- (Concentration Nuclide / ECL Nuclide) = 6.43E-01 at the 149.7 gpm infiltration
rate is well below 1.0 for half the CW pumps operating at 1.0E06 gpm.
2.4.13.5.6

Dilution Effect and Mixing of SCR

Once the source term activity infiltrates into SCR through the existing fill
(calculated to be approximately 145 days), the source term activity will enter SCR
and be drawn into the CPNPP Units 1 and 2 CW intake pumps and discharged to
the south side of the CPNPP Unit 1 and 2 peninsula at 2 million gpm, where it will
eventually encounter the Roto-cone drain to SCR spillway. Because the Rotocone gravity flow device constantly discharges water to Squaw Creek and
ultimately to the Brazos River in order to meet the TCEQ Term Permit CP-20
described previously, the limiting case for dilution becomes when both CPNPP
Units 1 and 2 are in operation and the CW pumps are running at 2 million gpm
(greatest driving force with least amount of time to reach the Roto-cone gravity
flow device). Therefore, the CW discharge point becomes the location for highest
source term concentration prior to dilution by SCR discharge volume. The entire
11.6 days release duration is irrelevant because some source term activity would
combine with recirculating water back to the CW intake (greater dilution volume)
and some activity could potentially reach the Roto-cone and be released to the
2.4-121
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environment during the first minute. Both CW pumps fully operating provides the
greatest driving force and sufficient mixing for the contamination to reach the
Roto-cone in the shortest time.
The flow from the CW pumps will potentially reach the Roto-cone fairly rapidly and
only be diluted (11,217 ac-ft. or 3.66E09 gallons) by the effect of the small CW
intake volume plus the discharge CW volume on the opposite side of the
peninsula (Figure 2.4.13-205). The CPNPP Units 1 and 2 CW pumps provide a
strong driving and mixing force for the dilution of the source term activity. No-flow
conditions are also examined due to the possibility of CPNPP Units 1 and 2
eventually being decommissioned during the life of CPNPP Units 3 and 4, or both
CPNPP Units 1 and 2 in an outage. As shown on Figure 2.4.13-206, no water
volume in the inlet areas, intake area or the discharge area is included. A detailed
flow model of SCR has not been performed. Thus, only an estimate of this water
volume can be attributed to recirculation flow from CW discharge to CW intake.
SCR volume was calculated using bathymetry data from a July 11, 2007
bathymetry study (Reference 2.4-297). If the CW pumps were not operating at full
capacity or one unit was down, there would be a lower driving force to reach the
Roto-cone, and a greater volume of water to dilute the source term activity due to
the recirculating water volume east of the existing fill area of SCR plus the water
volume north of the Roto-cone plus the discharge point on the south side of the
peninsula. This would result in dilution of the source term concentration well below
the ECLs prior to discharge at the Roto-cone (Figures 2.4.13-205 and 2.4.13206).
The mixing volume for half-flow operations is the mixing volume shown on Figure
2.4.13-207, Area 1 (11,217 ac-ft. or 3.66E09 gallons) plus the mixing volume from
Area 3 (41,757 ac-ft. or 1.36E10 gallons) for a total of 1.73E10 gallons. This
volume does not include depths in SCR greater than 66 feet. This is a
conservative assumption because some mixing would most likely occur at greater
depths in SCR, depending on the CPNPP Units 1 and 2 operating conditions,
depth in SCR, seasonal fluctuations, rain events or other conditions that effect
temperature changes in SCR. As a result, no credit is taken for water dilution at El.
704 ft. or deeper. The volume does not include any contribution from inlets or
areas where it is expected that CW discharge would not have a credible effect on
diffused dilution or mixing. Recirculation flow time to the intake is unknown and
depends on CW flow rate, SCR level, time of year, where in the fuel cycle the unit
is operating, and other parameters. However, using the CW pumps in full
operation provides the greatest driving force and allows for a simple estimate of
the recirculation time:
1.73E10 gal / 2E06 gpm = 8635 min or 143.92 hours or 6 days recirculation time
The time for complete source term activity infiltration into SCR from existing fill is
11.6 days, which is greater than the recirculation flow time. Therefore, additional
SCR dilution volume from CW recirculation flow (Figure 2.4.13-206) can be
credited.
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For no-flow conditions (Figure 2.4.13-206), the source term activity would diffuse
with the water volume east of the existing fill and very slowly diffuse southward
toward the Roto-cone release point because the Roto-cone discharge rate to
Squaw Creek would be the only driving force in this scenario. Using the
bathymetry study described previously, an estimated volume of SCR water at noflow conditions is 41,757 ac-ft. or 1.36E10 gallons. This volume does not include
inlet areas close to the existing fill release point, nor does it include depths greater
than 66 ft. in SCR where it is not expected that much mixing or diffusion will occur.
Additionally, it is unknown how long it would take the diffused source term water
volume to flow southward towards the Roto-cone release point.
No-flow conditions would result in the source term activity infiltrating SCR via the
existing fill groundwater interface and slowly diffusing into the SCR water adjacent
to the east side of CPNPP Unit 3. As shown on Figure 2.4.13-206, no water
volume in the inlet areas or intake area is included. The credited volume as
discussed previously is 1.36E10 gallons and does not include any water below a
depth of 66 feet in the reservoir. The infiltration rate into SCR is discussed
previously, but in this case is irrelevant as diffusion throughout SCR surface water
would be very slow. The only driving force to reach the Roto-cone area is the
discharge through the Roto-cone. An additional model would have to be
developed to calculate the diffusion rate of source term activity into SCR and the
time to reach the Roto-cone. However, Table 2.4.13-209 shows that the ECLs
would be met before any contamination reached the Roto-cone by simple
diffusion with the SCR surface water above the 66 ft depth. In this case, no credit
is taken for dilution effect of existing fill groundwater. If credit were taken, the
resulting ratio of activity to ECL would be further diminished as demonstrated in
Subsection 2.4.13.5.5.
7 (Concentration Nuclide / ECL Nuclide) = 7.87E-01
2.4.13.5.7

Summary

Considerable conservative assumptions include:
*

No credit taken for the dilution, retardation or retention effects of the
engineered fill;

*

No credit taken for the travel time through the engineered fill that is
assumed to be completely saturated;

*

The source term activity moves as a slug volume through both the
engineered fill and existing fill;
The infiltration rate into SCR is one-half elliptical cone surface area of the
existing fill (149.7 gpm). This flow rate is excessive when compared to
actual very slow infiltration into SCR resulting from a decrease in
hydrcstatic hcadclevation between SCR and the adjacent existing fill
surface area in communication with SCR;
2.4-123
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Crditing only 25 percont of the existing fall grou:ndwater when actually
G
thcrc would bc groator disporciein, dilution _and rotontion in the
gr8undwater.Althouqh a steep gradient within the existing fill volumes was
used to provide a conservative groundwater velocity for the accidental
release analysis (fastest travel time to SCR), in reality the groundwater
elevation within the existing fill is relatively flat and in equilibrium with the
surface water elevation of SCR. Changes in SCR elevation is rapidly
communicated through the groundwater in the isolated existing fill
material. The elevation of SCR surface normally varies by a few tenths of
a foot (Section 2.4.12.3). The water elevation is fairly constant with action
required if the level drops below 770 ft msl. Normal variations in SCR
elevation would result in small recharge and discharge events, dependant
on SCR operations and rainfall events.
These multiple small recharge and discharge events, as well as rainfall
infiltration, would promote lateral and vertical mixing of contaminates
entering the existing fill from the engineered fill. Although expected to mix
readily throughout the existing fill due to the slow net movement of
groundwater towards SCR, only 25% of the groundwater volume within the
existing fill is used to provide a conservative estimate for dilution.
*

Using the surface area of the one-half elliptical cone existing fill volume
demonstrates that there would have to be greater dispersion in the
groundwater; and

*

For the limiting case, crediting only the 2 million or 1 million gpm mixing
and dilution flow of CW intake when further dilution will occur based upon
the CW discharge volume prior to reaching the Roto-cone release point.

Additionally, it has been adequately demonstrated that a smaller infiltration flow
rate from the existing fill into SCR results in a longer time for the total activity to
infiltrate into SCR. This longer infiltration time (11.6 days) ensures a larger dilution
volume because some of the source term activity will combine with recirculation
flow and be diluted by the bulk volume of SCR. Furthermore, it has been
demonstrated that adequate mixing occurs in SCR using the mixing driving force
of the CW pumps only. For no-flow pump conditions, it is demonstrated that
simple diffusion and dilution by SCR surface water is adequate to meet the ECLs
for the case of either a Unit 3 or 4 tank failure without crediting existing fill
groundwater dilution.
Crediting 25 percent of the existing fill groundwater for dilution of the source term
activity prior to entering SCR, combined with the slow infiltration effect of the
existing fill groundwater into SCR, and only the mixing and dilution effect of the
CW intake of either 1 or 2 million gpm results in meeting the ECLs for all
radioisotopes that infiltrate into SCR via the existing fill groundwater. The
unrestricted potable water supply receptor location is the Roto-cone discharge
area in the southeast portion of SCR near the Squaw Creek dam. All activity
concentrations reaching the Roto-cone device have been shown to be below the
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limits of 10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table 2, and thus the requirements of 10 CFR
20.1301, 20.1302 and 10 CFR 100 are satisfied.
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C.-Y.Wang, M. Manga, Earthquakes and Water, Lecture Notes in
Earth Sciences 114, 218p, Springer Verlag Berlin Heidelberg,
2010.
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U.S. Geological Survey, Ground Water Atlas of the United States,
Oklahoma, Texas, HA-730-E. Website. http://Dubs.usas.gov/haha730/ch e/E-text8.html, Accessed, July 19, 2011, Table 7.
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Table 2.4.12-211
Groundwater Velocities and Travel Times
Path I

Path 2

EMUI

Release Elevation (Eh:)(ft msl)

820.00

820.00

820. 0

Discharge Elevation (E•(ft msl)

770.00

770.00

Distance to SCR (L)(ft)
-Hydraulic Gradient (Ehj1-EIL)IL

600
0.0833

350
0.1429

1.18

4.13
145

1.01
346

02
6858-

Velocity (V) (ft/day)
Travel Time (T) (days)

RCOLZ,02
.04.12-8

sol

Path 1 is from Unit 3 east to SCR; Path 2 is from Unit 4 north to SCR•Path3 ii•fom tetoof teA/B leveling`cocretettie TwnMoins Foain
Equation for Travel-Time: T = LTm
Equation for Velocity: vV = (Kh (Ej~~/L)/Tr
Path f fill Klis 3.50 x 0ýcm/sec (9.92 ft/day) from RVIW-1 recove-ry test.
.4cm/sec (1.42 ft/day) from MW-1219a slug test.
P ath'2 fill Kl jis:5:00:x 10 -A

Path 3

(203'XjL "ftda.

to beI .Oc
israssuImedj

Conversions:-1 day = 86•400 seaonids: I foot = 30.48 centimeters:: I year =,365.25dayst .
Assumptions:
1. Engineered fill is conservatively assumed as having negligible transport time and fully saturated to 820 ft msl.
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4a.-Paths l ,rd,2: theo lischarge elevation is assumed to be the elevation of the SCR minimum operating pool (F4L at 770 ft rnsl);
4
rg elevatiois assurm`ddtobethDe levjatio .ofheGlenRbs WihM6nihs:Fort:ationcontact beneath Units 3 and -(EL(.f)
disharee
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is assumed to have 20% effective porosity (7i=0.20).
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Table 2.4.13-210.
Vertical Migration Hypothetical Pathway
Source Term Concentrations

R(OL2 02.0
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07 SO1

Isotope

Effluent Concentration
Limit (ECL) (uCi/aal)I

Concentration after
18n75nyears oftec
18.75 years of decay
Wu~i/aalj2

H-3

3.79E+00

9.84E+02

Cr-51

1.89E+00

O.OOE+00

Mn-54

1.14E-01

O.OOE+00

Fe-55

3.79E-01

8.71 E-03

Fe-59

3.79E-02

O.OOE+00

Co-58
Co-60

7.57E-02
1.14E-02

O.OOE+00

Sr-89

3.03E-02

O.OOE+00

Sr-90

1.89E-03

6.36E-03

Y-91

3.03E-02

O.OOE+00

Zr-95

7.57E-02

O.OOE+00

Nb-95

1.14E-01

O.OOE+00

Ru-103

1.14E-01

O.OOE+00

Ru-106
Te-129m

1.14E-02
2.65E-02

O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00

1-131
Cs-134

3.79E-03
3.41 E-03

O.OOE+00
6.81 E-01

Cs-136

2.27E-02

O.OOE+00

Cs-1 37

3.79E-03

2.50E+02

Ce-141

1.14E-01

O.OOE+00

Ce-144

1.14E-02

O.OOE+00

1.51E-01

Notes:
!From 10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table 2
2 Bold

font represents those isotopes that either exceed the ECL or are a few orders
of maanitude close to the ECL. Isotooes that are not in bold font are not considered
further.
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Table 2.4.13-211
Source Term Concentration After a Total Decay of 81.53 Years3

Isotoes
Considered
for Sum of
Concentration
to ECL

Concentration
AfterAdditional
Curie Content Dilution Effect
62.75 Years
EDecay
Timeof 105 gallons
of Twin
Effluent
DecayTe
or 4.0 E5 ml of
Mountains
Concentration TraveIThroiuh
Volume of
Aquifer Prior to
Limit (ECLI Twin Mountains
Tank Out of Leaving CPNPP
Aauifer to
52,800aallons
Property
Nearest
Released to
Boundary
Prooertv
Environment
(ucla1)
Boundary
(ucilalall

RCOL2 02A
4.13-05, 06,
07 S01

Ratio of
Activity
Concentration
(uCi/ala to
ECL'
Wj/g.af

H-3

3.79E+00

2.84E+01

3.OOE+03

1.50E-02

3.96E-03

Cr-51

1.89E+00

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

Mn-54

1.14E-01

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

Fe-55

3.79E-01

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

O.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

Fe-59

3.79E-02

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

Co-58

7.57E-02

0.OOE+00

O.OOE+00

O.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

Co-60

1.14E-02

3.79E-05

4.OOE-03

2.OOE-08

1.76E-06

Sr-89

3,03E-02

0.OOE+00

Q.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

Sr-90

1.89E-03

1.32E-03

1.39E-01

6.96E-07

3.68E-04

Y-91

3.03E-02

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

O.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

Zr-95

7.57E-02

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

O.OOE+00

Nb-95

1.14E-01

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

O.OOE+00

O.OOE+00

Ru-103

1.14E-01

0.OOE+00

O.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

O.OOE+00

Ru-106

1.14E-02

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

Te-129m

2.65E-02

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

1-131

3.79E-03

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

Cs-134

3.41 E-03

O.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

O.OOE+00

Cs-136

2.27E-02

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

O.OOE+00

O.OOE+00

Cs-137

3.79E-03

5.91 E+01

6.24E+03

3.12E-02

8.24E+00

Ce-141

1.14E-01

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

0.OOE+00

O.OOE+00

Ce-144

1.14E-02

0.OOE+00

O.OOE+00

O.OOE+00

O.OOE+00

Notes:
1

Decay time is based upon source term point of entry into Twin Mountains formation reaching nearest

propertv boundary either up-gradient or down-qradient in the shortest amount of time.
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Table 2.4.13-212
Twin Mountains Formation Groundwater Elevations
(2010 Gauqing Events)
Well
(USGS No.)

Groundwater Elevation
(ft
J1

3242403

702.58

3250208

552.49

3242604

538.94

3242904

466.00

3243406

445.72

3243805

394.40
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Safety-related fill concrete conforms to durability requirements given in Chapter 4
of ACI 349 (Reference 2.5-440). Durability of the fill concrete is assured by the
site-specific mix design and by the particular site conditions at CPNPP. The site is
located away from the ocean and salt water bodies such that the fill concrete is
not exposed to seawater. As stated in Subsection 2.5.1.2.5.9, there are no
expansive soils or reactive minerals of appreciable amounts at the site. Therefore,
issues related to chemical attack by sulfate, salt attack, or acid attack do not pose
concerns for the fill concrete. In addition, CPNPP is located in a relatively warm
climate where concerns due to exposure to freeze-thaw action under moist
conditions and detrimental effects due to the presence of ice removal agents are
insignificant.
The foundation and fill concrete design at CPNPP are such that the issues
contained in NRC Information Notice (IN) 97-11 (Reference 2.5-441) are not
applicable to fill concrete. No mortar or concrete containing high amounts of
calcium aluminate cement is used in foundation or fill concrete. The fill concrete
mix design uses Type II Portland cement, consistent with US-APWR DCD
Subsection 3.8.4.6.1.1, which is limited to a tricalcium aluminate content of 8% by
ASTM C150 (Reference 2.5-482) and is classified by ASTM C150 as moderately
resistant to sulfate attack. The maximum ant..ipated
,grndW•ato•,
olo.ation 6.
i

RCOL2_02.0
5.04-25

clcyation 760 ft, as stated in FSAR Subscction 2.4.1.2.5 and 2.5.4.1.7. This is well RCOL2_02.0
bclow the anticipated bottom ef foille .nerct. The fill concrete mix design uses fine 5.04-11 S01
aggregates, unlike porous concrete consisting only of coarse aggregates and
RCOL2_02.0
cement. The plant Stru•ctur. s arc equipped with damppe;fing c.atings on the
5.04-11 S01
sides of below gradc walls and undergraund drains to collcct undcrgrund watc
and channol It away from the .t.u.t.....The seismic Category I buildings and
structures below grade are protected against the effects of floodingincluding
ground water, by a water barrier on all exterior below-grade concrete members as
described in FSAR Subsection 3.4.1.2. Perched water and precipitation run-off do
have the potential to come in contact with the fill concrete. However, because of.
the low groundwater elevation, the use of non-porous fill concrete, and the low
amounts of calcium aluminate present in the mix-, erosion and leaching concerns
and subsequent related effects discussed in IN 97-11 (Reference 2.5-441) are not
an issue at CPNPP. Further, FSAR Subsection 3.8.4.7 requires that ground water
chemistry be periodically monitored to assure that it remains nonaggressive with
respect to concrete structures.
A systematic quality control sampling and testing program ensures that material
properties are in compliance with design specifications. Field inspections verify
that the required mix is used and that test specimens are collected for testing.
Testing of fill concrete is performed by a qualified testing laboratory that has an
established quality assurance program that conforms to NQA-1 requirements. The
testing laboratory implements a concrete fill quality control program that includes
all aspects of the fill concrete program from the qualification of materials to
confirmatory strength testing. Field testing utilizes preapproved procedures that
conform to ASTM C31/C31-08a, "Standard Practice for Making and Curing
Concrete Test Specimens in the Field-" (Reference 2.5-483).
iRCOL2 02.0
5.04-25
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2.5.4.6.2

Groundwater Occurrence

According to the preliminary results from monitoring of field piezometers within the
Units 3 and 4 area, the piezometric levels range between about elevation 775 ft to
858 ft. However, there are also a number of wells that remain dry. Observed
piezometric levels are considered to be localized perched water in the upper zone
of the Glen Rose Formation, and could possibly be attributed to surface run-off
rather than a true indication of permanent groundwater at the site.
As discussed in Subsections 2.4.12 and 2.5.4.1, permanent groundwater occurs
deep in the rock mass below plant grade and foundation subgrade elevations.
I RCOL2 02.0
Groundwater inflows into excavations and are therefore not considered to be a
5.04-11 S01
significant issue. No significant dewatering or control measures are required
during construction excavations. The site grading detail indicates that the Dotential RCOL2_02.0
5.04-11 S01
maximum confined aroundwater level within the engineered fill surrounding the
main plant area is not expected to exceed elevation 813.5 ft. The groundwater
elevation at the site meets US-APWR Key Site Parameter (DCD Table 2.0-1)
requirements for maximum groundwater level of 1 ft below plant grade.
2.5.4.6.3

Construction Dewatering

Groundwater, seepage, or runoff, if encountered in open excavations during
construction, is anticipated to be of a relatively low volume and may be handled by
sumping and pumping. Sumps may be placed within either Glen Rose limestone
or sub-foundation concrete that replaces excavated shale materials.
2.5.4.6.4

Groundwater Impacts on Foundation Stability

Because foundations bear directly on limestone with no indication of active karst
conditions; as described in Subsection 2.5.1.2.4, or on sub-foundation concrete
(that replaces excavated shale materials), the presence of groundwater is not
anticipated to significantly impact foundation stability, bearing capacity, or
settlement characteristics.
Groundwater or seepage may impact construction activities if water infiltrates
shale and claystone materials on excavated side slopes. Shale is likely to
deteriorate in the presence of water as a result of excavation and construction
traffic that exposes shale surfaces to slaking. Shale materials require removal
from trafficked surfaces.
Shale is present at the base of slopes excavated for construction of Units 3 and 4.
The surface of shale exposed within the excavated slope is required to be
immediately covered by shotcrete or other suitable materials upon completion of
excavation to prevent deterioration of shale through exposure to air and/or water.
To minimize the buildup of hydrostatic pressures, adequate drainage feF below.. a.e-a4behind retaining walls and at the base of all fill slopes along the SCR
banks is required. Impacts t. bel.w gradc wall oron the retaining wall design and
2.5-202
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performance of the fill slopes along the SCR banks are not significant as long
as
perform satisfactorily or the
retaining wall foundation and slope drainage systems
hydrostatic pressure builduD is considered in the design.
2.5.4.7
cP COL 2.5(1)

Response of Soil and Rock to Dynamic Loading

Replace the content of DCD Subsection 2.5.4.7 with the following.
2.5.4.7.1

Overview

This subsection discusses the response of soil and rock to dynamic loading and
collection and evaluation of field and laboratory dynamic measurements in order
to develop the dynamic site characteristics for seismic design and earthquake
engineering purposes. Information presented in Subsections 2.5.1, 2.5.4.1,
2.5.4.2, and 2.5.4.4 form the basis for the dynamic evaluation described herein.
The site dynamic properties are used as input for classification of the site in
conformance with US-APWR Key Site Parameters (DCD Table 2.0-1),
development of the site GMRS presented in Subsection 2.5.2.6.1, and
development of FIRS presented in Subsection 2.5.2.6.2. Site dynamic properties
also are used for any required SSI analysis as described in Subsection 2.5.2.6.2.
Requirements in 10 CFR Parts 50 and 100 pertaining to site dynamic
characterization include:
An investigation of the effects of prior earthquakes in site soils and rocks
including evidence of paleoearthquake liquefaction;
Field seismic surveys and presentation of interpreted data to develop
bounding seismic S-wave and P-wave velocity profiles; and,
Dynamic laboratory tests on undisturbed samples of foundation soil and
rock sufficient to develop strain-dependent modulus reduction and
hysteretic damping properties.
All seismic category I and II structures are founded at elevation 782 ft directly on
competent and massive Glen Rose Formation Layer C limestone, or thin fill
concrete placed over the Layer C limestone. The GMRS and primary FIRS 1
profiles applicable for these conditions are equivalent, and developed at elevation
782 ft at the top of Layer C limestone, as described in Subsection 2.5.2.6. An
additional four FIRS profiles (FIRS 2, FIRS 3, FIRS 4_CoV30, and FIRS
4_CoV50) are for specific conditions that are different than the GMRS/FIRS 1
condition. The remaining FIRS are established at plant grade elevation 822 ft and
factor combinations of in-place Glen Rose Formation Layers A and B and granular
engineered backfill to facilitate evaluation of shallow-embedded plant facilities.
The following subsections describe development of the site characteristics used
as input for the GMRS and FIRS calculations.

2.5-203
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The foundation base mats of all seismic category I and II structures are founded
on a limestone layer (engineering Layer C).
The fill materials placed within the excavated areas around Units 3 and 4 and in
the north-facing fill slopes are not considered prone to liquefaction feF-thefl'loWig• rcsesns:because they All fill matoria. consists of engineered compacted
fill with a minimum relative compaction of 95 percent (ASTM D1557). The
corrected/normalized standard penetration test N-Values are expected to be
higher than 30 blows per foot, which is outside the range considered susceptible
to soil liquefaction (Reference 2.5-480).
*

The

;nginro

compacted
,-d
fill materia-.

RCOL2_02.0

5.04-11 S01

RGOL2 02.0
5.04-11 S01

stat.• The
compa.tcd fill

arc n- t in a satur÷ated

pcrma•nnt groundwatcr table is.ngineered
well below the

*To mninimizc any potential for buildup of hydrostatic preS~ure within the
onginocrod compactod fill, adequate drainage is provided for all below
gradG Structuros and rctaininig walls, and at the bamsc of all fill" Glopcs.
Thus, the engineered compacted fill does not meet the conditions stated in RG
1.206 or RG 1.198 that would cause suspicion of a potential for liquefaction. --acngInoercd compaede fill

I

i

I

I

II

II

ecawo rc.mpletly
....
satu.atcd, th

I

..

il dcty

.
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.

is too

high and the site PGA rangc is too low to suspect a petential for

li.t..eaeti. Liquefaction is therefore not a hazard to CPNPP Units 3 and 4
seismic category I or major plant structures, and the site characteristics meet the
US-APWR Standard Design criteria.
-

A

-

.1 11

Sewi liquefaetien is alse net antiiipated witnin the cngi@nFreFH -- mpa-iU fil
SUrrounding Units 3 and 4 struc~tures because 1) the pefrmanent groundwater is
below the lowest elevation of foill and 2) fill is placod with a high degree of mnatoial
control and comapaction, and 3) the GPNPP site is an area of low sel micity with
low GIVRS design moetions, as descri~bed in Subsection 2.5.2.
2.5.4.9
CP COL 2.5(1)

Earthquake Site Characteristics

Replace the content of DCD Subsection 2.5.4.9 with the following.
This subsection briefly summarizes the derivation of the site GMRS and Safe
Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) that are detailed in Subsection 2.5.2.6.
The CPNPP Units 3 and 4 site is in a stable continent area with relatively low
regional stress and low regional seismicity, as described in Subsections 2.5.1 and
2.5.2, and summarized in Subsection 2.5.4.1. Design ground motions are also
relatively low.
A performance-based, site-specific GMRS was developed in accordance with the
methodology provided in RG 1.208. This methodology and the GMRS are
2.5-207
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3.4

WATER LEVEL (FLOOD) DESIGN

This section of the referenced DCD is incorporated by reference with the following
departures and/or supplements.

3.4.1.2

STD COL 3.4(1)

Flood Protection from External Sources

Replace the first sentence of the third paragraph in DCD Subsection 3.4.1.2 with
the following.
Entrances to all safety-related structures are above the design-basis flooding level
(DBFL) listed in Section 2.4, and adequate sloped site grading and drainage
prevents flooding caused by probable maximum precipitation (PMP) or postulated
failure of non safety-related, non seismic storage tanks located on site.

CP COL 3.4(5)

Replace the fourth paragraph in DCD Subsection 3.4.1.2 with the following.
No site-specific flood protection measures such as levees, seawalls, floodwalls,
site bulkheads, revetments, or breakwaters are applicable at CPNPP Units 3 and
4, since the plant is built above the DBFL and has adequate site grading. The
lowest point of the structure foundation is above the groundwater elevation
identified in Section 2.4, and therefore no permanent dewatering system is
required.

CP COL 3.4(4)

Replace the seventh paragraph in DCD Subsection 3.4.1.2 with the following.
All seismic Category 1 buildings and structures below-grade are orotected against RCOL2_02.0
5.04-11 S01
the effects of flooding, including qround water. This protection is achieved by
providing a water barrier on all exterior below-grade concrete members. The
water barrier consists of providing waterstoos at all below-grade construction
joints in the exterior wall and base mats subiected to ground water seepage,
and
membrane waterproofing material at all below-grade exterior wall surfaces. The
foundation slab water barrier system consists of crystalline waterproofing
compound applied between the base mat and fill concrete/bedrock. The
compound will either be spray applied or dry-shake to the fill concrete/bedrock.
The lo.We.t point Ofthh trctre f
'undation
is _ab.ove the go...dwate..lo.ation
identified in Scction 2.4. In addition, no intefrmittcnt head of water occurc fromR
curface prc'ipitati'n Or gou.ndwate. due to the plac.mcnt Of 6our.e aggregate
..
oped to daylight
r fabGri With po.Forat" d dtainag pipe
to Sqppud i' gotextile filtR
and
base mate,
to Squaw Oreek Reseer~ir. GonStruction jointc in the exteriorI walls
•
A
are provided with water StGpc to provent.Grund
seepage ef
water- A
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damnpproofing barricr trcatmcnt that rczists the passage of ground watcr in the
RCOL2_02.0
5.04-11 S01
abzcncc of hydrostatic
r
thccfoc applied to all ubgradc utcir
foundation wallsi ccracowt Amcrican Conro~to Inctituito (AGl) 515.1 R 79
(Rcfcrcncc 3.4 201). A .. m.ntitieuc m.,mbran, wat..pr..fingA cementitious
membrane coating made out of a crystalline waterproofing compound is provided
on the inside face of the UHS basin outermost walls and foundation slab,
including the UHS sump pit, to prevent water migration from the UHS basin into
the subgrade.

STD COL 3.4(3)

Replace the last sentence in the ninth paragraph in DCD Subsection 3.4.1.2 with
the following.
Site-specific potential sources of external flooding such as the cooling tower,
service water piping, or circulating water piping are not located near structures
containing safety-related SSCs, with the exception of piping entering plant
structures. The CWS enters only within the T/B, and any postulated pipe break is
prevented from back-flowing into the safety-related RIB by watertight separation.
Postulated pipe breaks near structures are prevented from entering the structures
by adequate sloped site grading and drainage.

3.4.1.3

STD COL 3.4(7)

Flood Protection from Internal Sources

Replace the last sentence in the last paragraph of DCD Subsection 3.4.1.3 with
the following.
Three site-specific safety-related structures have been evaluated for internal
flooding concerns: the UHSRS, the ESWPT, and the PSFSV. Other site-specific
buildings and structures in the plant yard are designated as non safety-related. By
definition, their postulated failure due to internal flooding or other postulated
events do not adversely affect safety-related SSCs or required safety functions.
Each of these three structures is configured with independent compartments,
divisionally separated. Internal flooding of any one compartment and
corresponding division will not prevent the system from performing required
safety-related functions. Postulated flooding events such as those caused by
moderate energy line break (MELB) or fire suppression system activation within
one division will affect that respective division only. Flooding affecting one
compartment will not affect adjacent areas.

3.4-2

